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Islamic Law and International Trade 

 

Links to the Past 

 

As for the sea, we hold it as the way of dry land. Allah said:  

“All it is who subdued to ye the sea that vessels may sail thereon by his command and 

that ye may seek of his bounty”. Therefore, he has given permission that he who wills 

may trade thereon and I hold that no obstacle shall be placed between it and any of the 

people. For the dry land and sea alike belong to Allah. He has subdues them for his 

servants to seek of his bounty in both of them. How then should we intervene between 

Allah’s servants and their means of lively hood?  

Muslims believe that Islam is the last religion. Islam is called the seal of religions. Islam, 

unlike the Talmud for Orthodox Judaism or the Bible in Christianity, not only covers 

moral or spiritual teachings, but also it covers every aspect of life such as trade. Islamic 

Sharia‘a places religion as well as economics in the consciousness of Muslims. 

Therefore, Islam is comprehensive in coverage. 

 

Reference: 

Abd Al- Taww ‘ab, Awad 101 ( D’ar Al Fad’ilah 1994) 
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Abstract 
 

The researcher intended to further existing literature by examining the importance   of 

organizational critical four factors on the strategic competitive advantage of the Jordan 

Maritime Transport companies, namely cost, quality, time and information technology 

(IT). The analysis was based on the questionnaire designed to reflect the study objectives 

and questions, where the combination of Quality, IT, Cost and Time are considered to 

determine the level of competitiveness that a company creates regardless of the industry 

it operates in. A survey was conducted on a sample of Jordan shipping companies in 

order to examine and evaluate the importance of organizational critical factors to the 

shipping industry. The results of this survey corroborate the results of similar surveys in 

international literature revealing the importance of organization critical factors for the 

success of shipping companies. Where IT is ranked as the most significant factor and 

Time is the second significant factor, while Quality and Cost are considered not 

significant ” factors. Nevertheless, differences exist when filtering takes place in terms of 

company size, operating sector strategies (i.e. operating in a single or more than one 

sector) and dominate philosophy related to the application of supply chain strategies. 
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1.0 General Framework 

1.1 Preface 

At the end of the twentieth century and the beginning of the third millennium the world 

has witnessed many successive changes and events that have had a significant impact on 

the strategies and policies of the organizations and their ability to survive and grow, such 

as the new economic concepts, globalization, privatization, trade liberalization, increased 

competition and information and technological advances. 

Increased competition locally and globally caused changes in the philosophical tasks with 

regard to the behavior of individuals and business organizations towards building higher 

competitiveness. In order to achieve a competitive advantage for the business 

organization to meet future challenges and adapt to the successive external variables, 

organizations must pay attention to strategic thinking for effective strategic management. 

(Wadee, 2000) 

Porter argues that competitive strategy is "about being different." He adds, "It means 

deliberately choosing a different set of activities to deliver a unique mix of value."    

Porter argues that strategy is about competitive position, about differentiating yourself in 

the eyes of the customer, and about adding value through a mix of activities different 

from those used by competitors.   (Porter, 1996) 

The business strategy is a long term plan of action designed to achieve a particular goal 

or set of goals or objectives. The business strategy focused on improving the competitive 

advantage of the organization.  
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Shipping industry is one of the important sectors that is keen to pursue certain strategies 

for achieving competitive advantage in world trade.  Shipping is an integral part of the 

comprehensive economy and world trade development. It plays a key role in international 

trade. In addition it becomes an economic incentive for both the countries and the served 

sectors. The integration of port shipping activities helps its local region to flourish 

economically and socially (Kardoosh, 2005). 

 Jordan is a small country, limited in its natural resources, and its economy relies heavily 

on international trade and maritime transport. It depends on the efficiency of logistics for 

effective integration in the maritime transport sector. The competitiveness of the 

maritime transport services are affected by the efficiency of its ports, logistics, 

infrastructure, adequate regulation system, institutional structures, clear policies and 

strategic orientations, and its set of procedural and administrative practices required to 

overcome any obstacles that block its way to success(Kardoosh, 2005).  

In order to achieve the development of the sector in a competitive industry regionally and 

globally, appropriate strategies and clear policies are needed. 

Organizations are urged to improve their efficiency and competitiveness. (Wijnolst & 

Wergeland, 2009). 
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1.2 Research Problem and Questions: 

Jordan is considered one of the most important transit stations for many countries, mainly 

Iraq, Egypt, and Arabian Gulf states. Aqaba port provides an important junction to 

national, regional and international markets. However, the lack of natural resources and 

industrial limitations are considered basic difficulties for developing strong and 

competitive maritime transport sector. 

This problem can be exposed by the following questions: 

-What is the impact of “Cost” in the maritime transport sector in Jordan on strategic 

competitive advantage? 

-What is the impact of “Quality” in the maritime transport sector in Jordan on strategic 

competitive advantage? 

-What is the impact of “Time” in the maritime transport sector in Jordan on strategic 

competitive advantage? 

-What is the impact of “Information Technology (IT)” in the maritime transport sector in 

Jordan on strategic competitive advantage? 
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1.3 Study Model 

    Independent         Dependent 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1:  Study Model     

1.4 Research Significance 

Maritime industry has very few research studies on competitiveness, particularly in 

Jordan, although this sector is very important to developing countries. In Jordan however, 

this industry has been neglected for too long, and it might be an incentive to activate and 

pursue this line of investigation.  
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According to researcher’s knowledge this thesis is one of the first few on the maritime 

industry and its importance for the economy of Jordan. In addition to that, this study 

could be a prelude to other researchers who wish to investigate the various areas of 

maritime transport, which may add value to shipping literature. 

1.5 Research Objectives 

This study aims at: 

-Identifying the critical factors (Cost, Quality, Time and Information Technology (IT)) in 

the maritime transport sector in Jordan. 

-Identifying the importance of the maritime transport sector for Jordan’s developing 

economy. 

- Identifying the role of Information Technology (IT) toward strategic competitive 

advantage in the maritime transport sector in Jordan. 

1.6 Research Hypotheses 

Ho1: There is no statistically significant impact of Cost in the maritime transport sector in 

Jordan on strategic competitive advantage at (α ≤ 0.05). 

Ho2: There is no statistically significant impact of Quality in the maritime transport 

sector in Jordan on strategic competitive advantage at (α ≤ 0.05). 

Ho3: There is no statistically significant impact of Time in the maritime transport sector 

in Jordan on strategic competitive advantage at (α ≤ 0.05). 

Ho4: There is no statistically significant impact of Information Technology (IT) in the 

maritime transport sector in Jordan on strategic competitive advantage at (α ≤ 0.05).  
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1.7 Research Limitations  

For each study whether practical or theoretical there are spatial, time and human limits, 

for the spatial limits are represented by the study sample organization, whereas the 

temporal limits are represented by the time period of the study. 

1) Time limits: the preparation of the study determined in the 2011-2012 academic year.  

2) Spatial boundary: defined in the shipping sector in Jordan. 

3) Human limits: the sample of the study limited to administrators in the maritime 

transport sector in Jordan. 
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1.8 Terminologies  

Competitive Advantage:  

A competitive advantage exists when the firm is able to deliver the same benefits as 

competitors but at lower cost (cost advantage), or deliver benefits that exceed those of 

competing products (differentiation advantage).Thus, a competitive advantage enables 

the firm to create superior value for its customer and superior profit for itself.(Porter, 

2008) 

Business Strategy: 

“Strategy is the direction and scope of an organization over the long-term: which 

achieves advantage for the organization through its configuration of resources within a 

challenging environment, to meet the needs of markets and fulfill stakeholder 

expectations. (Johnson and Scholes, 2005) 

Lower cost strategy:  

It is the ability of a company or business unit to design, produce, and market a 

comparable product more efficiently than its competitors. (Thomas L. Wheelen, & David 

J. Hunger, (2011) p233)) 

Differentiation strategy: 

Is the ability of a company to provide unique and superior value to the buyer in terms of 

product quality, special features, or after-sale service. (Thomas L. Wheelen, & David J. 

Hunger, (2011) p233) 
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Shipping Organizations: 

They are organizations specialized in moving, lifting or organizing goods and 

commodities such as grains, sand, gravel, wood chips, coal, containers and others, from 

ports of loading to the port of discharge by merchant ships (Corbett & Winebrak, 2008). 

Seaport: 

 A port is a location on a coast or shore containing one or more harbors where 

ships can dock and transfer people or cargo to or from land. Port locations are selected to 

optimize access to land and navigable water, for commercial demand, and for shelter 

from wind and waves. Ports with deeper water are rarer, but can handle larger, more 

economical ships. ( Haralambides, 2002) 

Logistics: 

It is the management of the flow of goods between the point of origin and the point of 

destination in order to meet the requirements of customers or organizations. Logistics 

involves the integration of information, transportation, inventory, warehousing, material 

handling, and packaging, and often security. Logistics is a channel of the supply chain 

which adds the value of time and place utility. (Heaver, 2002)  
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2.0 Theoretical Frame Work and Previous Research 

2.1 Introduction: 

      Shipping plays an important role in countries’ economic development plans, and is 

considered the backbone and foundation to the movement of international trade through 

shipping and delivering cargoes around the world. 

The Rotterdam Rules build upon and provide a modern alternative to earlier conventions 

relating to the international carriage of goods by sea, in particular, the International 

Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of Law relating to Bills of Lading 

(Brussels, August 25, 1924), ("the Hague Rules"), and its Protocols ("The Hague-Visby 

Rules"), and the United Nations Convention on the Carriage of Goods by Sea (Hamburg, 

March 31, 1978) ("the Hamburg Rules"). 

The Rotterdam Rules provide a legal framework that takes into account the many 

technological and commercial developments that have occurred in maritime transport 

since the adoption of those earlier conventions, including the growth of containerization, 

the desire for door-to-door carriage under a single contract, and the development of 

electronic transport documents. (Costas T. Grammenos, 2010) 

Maritime transport, a key instrument in international trade, has transported nearly 25,000 

billion tons of cargo across the ocean annually, which is about (71%) of international 

cargo, compared with 7,000 billion tones transported by rails and 3,000 billion tons by 

road. (Haralambides, 2000) 
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Recent market requirements for transporting goods around the world has changed 

drastically and significantly, and thus, posed a challenge for all transport systems, 

including maritime, to acquire the most appropriate and sophisticated technologies (Al-

Zuhd, 2005). 

The importance of sea transport in international trade was eloquently expressed by Sir 

Walter Raleigh (1610), when he said: "who dominates the sea dominates commerce, and 

who dominates world trade, dominates the world's wealth and thus the world itself." 

UNCTAD statistics showed that there has been a global maritime trade for developing 

countries which has witnessed significant change by capturing the modest 28 % of trade 

in imported goods, and almost 50 % of outgoing shipments, including oil exports 

(UNCTAD Report, 2007). 

The markets in shipping divers among bulk or liner shipping, shorter or longer distance 

routes, sizes and types of ships, types of goods carried and types of services provided. 

Shipping provides the customers, namely the shippers, with a transportation service, main 

sources of differentiation appearing to be the operational and functional aspects of the 

service and the service quality. Shipping adds value to materials and goods and 

contributes to international trade in the field of cheaper and more efficient transport 

services (Costas TH. G., September 2002). 

The port landscape has, after all, also altered in many respects. New technologies and 

strategic developments have led almost automatically to greater port competition, both at 

port authority level and at the level of companies operation within the various ports. All 

port players, from authorities to terminal operators and agents, are looking for ways to 
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maximize profits, to maintain or increase market share, or simply to survive. These goals 

are not so easily achieved in an era of internationalization of production, consumption 

and trade (Costas TH. G., September 2002).  

Economically speaking, it should be noted that shipping system of merchant fleets, ports 

and customs authorities play an essential role in the growth of the developing countries 

(e.g. Arab economics) through formulation of various strategies. (Haralambides,2000) 

The researcher would like to reassure the importance of the organizational critical factors 

by expanding on the meaning of each of one as follows: 

Time has always been a central issue of research in management especially in the supply 

chain management and logistics as much attention has been given to reducing delivery 

and redelivery time (Mason &Towill, 1999). 

Cost minimization is the main goal for all companies regardless of the industry of 

operation. In this study the cost factors are going to add value to the shipping 

organizations. (Hussain, & Gunsekaran, 2011)  

Quality is relating to shipping by focusing on those quality factors that actually add value 

to shipping organizations. (Menon, 1998) 

Porter defined Technology broadly, which includes research and development, but it also 

includes other activities within the firm for developing new techniques, methods, and 

procedures. (Porter, 2008) 
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Services level is an issue that has attracted special attention to customer satisfaction, 

which guarantees the survival and success of organizations in the modern business 

environment. (Levy, 1997) 

Technological developments, rapid growth in liner shipping, upward trends in ship sizes, 

integration of shipping companies through mergers, alliances and acquisitions and 

fluctuations in international trade produce pressures on the shipping industry ending in 

declines in freight rates and affecting the competitive position of the industry negatively. 

The fierce competitive environment of shipping forces the industry to concentrate on 

market oriented strategic planning where competitive strategies of cost-leadership, 

differentiation and focus lie at the centre (Costas TH. G., September 2002). 
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2.2 Porter's Generic Competitive Strategies: 

 A firm relative position within its industry determines whether its profitability 

is above or below the industry average. The fundamental basis of above average 

profitability in the long run is a sustainable competitive advantage. There are two basic 

types of competitive advantage a firm can possess: low cost or differentiation. The two 

basic types of competitive advantage combined with the scope of activities for which a 

firm seeks to achieve, lead to three generic strategies for achieving above average 

performance in an industry: cost leadership, differentiation, and focus. The focus strategy 

has two variants: cost focus and differentiation focus.  

 

           Figure 2.1 Porter Generic strategies 

2.2.1 Cost Leadership 

In cost leadership a firm sets out to become the low cost producer in its industry. The 

sources of cost advantage vary and depend on the structure of the industry. They may 

include the pursuit of economies of scale, proprietary technology, preferential access to 

raw materials and other factors. A low cost producer must find and exploit all sources of 

cost advantage. If a firm can achieve and sustain overall cost leadership, it will be an 

above average performer in its industry, provided it can command prices at or near the 

industry average.  (Thomas L. Wheelen, & David J. Hunger, 2011)  
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2.2.2 Differentiation 

In a differentiation strategy a firm seeks to be unique in its industry along some 

dimensions that are widely valued by buyers. It selects one or more attributes that many 

buyers in an industry perceive as important, and uniquely positions itself to meet those 

needs. It is rewarded for its uniqueness with a premium price.  

2.2.3 Focus 

The generic strategy of focus rests on the choice of a narrow competitive scope within an 

industry. The focuser selects a segment or group of segments in the industry and tailors 

its strategy to serving them to the exclusion of others.  

The focus strategy has two variants: 

(1) In cost focus a firm seeks a cost advantage in its target segment.         

(2) In differentiation focus a firm seeks differentiation in its target segment.   

Both variants of the focus strategy rest on differences between a focuser's target segment 

and other segments in the industry. The target segments must either have buyers with 

unusual needs or the production and delivery system that best serves the target segment 

must differ from that of other industry segments. Cost focus exploits differences in cost 

behavior in some segments, while differentiation focus exploits the special needs of 

buyers in certain segments. (Thomas L. Wheelen, & David J. Hunger, 2011)  
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2.3 Porter’s five forces analysis: 

Porter's five forces analysis is a framework for industry analysis and business strategy 

development developed by M. Porter of Harvard Business School in 1979. It uses 

concepts developed in Industrial Organization (IO) economics to derive 5 forces that 

determine the competitive intensity and therefore attractiveness of a market. Porter 

referred to these forces as the microenvironment to contrast them with the more general 

term macro -environment. They consist of those forces close to a company that affect its 

ability to serve its customers and make a profit. A change in any of the forces normally 

requires a company to re-assess the marketplace. 

 

Figure 2.2 

Porter five forces analysis  
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Porter's Five Forces include three forces from 'horizontal' competition: the threat of 

substitute products or services, the threat of established rivals, and the threat of new 

entrants; and two forces from 'vertical' competition: The bargaining power of suppliers 

and the bargaining power of customers. (Porter, M.E., 2008) 

2.4 Porter Five force Model Practice in shipping: 

The shipping industry is nowadays a competitive business especially for the container 

and dry bulk business which occupies more than 90% of the international trade. 

Therefore, it is better to examine: 

 1) The intensity of competition in the industry. 

2) Industry profitability since competition can drive down the rate of return, so it is easier 

to investigate the way to formulate the competitive strategy in this industry.  

3) Identify the position of the company in the industry whether to defend or attack in its 

favor.  

2.4.1 Threat of Entry 

 

The newcomers in the industry bring new capacity and acquire a certain piece of market 

share. The rate of return in the industry, therefore, would increase and the competition 

would enhance. Since it is common for the newcomer to offer lower price services or 

products that may cause the existing firms lose market share and implement a relative 

strategy to lower its price and make a cut-throat competition. Eventually, the rate of 

return in the industry would decrease. However, to enter or to exit the industry is 

dependent on the barriers to entry or exit. The barrier to entry may be the capital 

requirement, switching cost, government policy, etc.  
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a- The Potential Entrants 

In the shipping industry, the potential entrants to the container business can be identified 

by the alongside of the supply chain. Most of the firms in the supply chain may be 

implement the upward integration or downward and they would become the 

competitors in the shipping industry. For example, the retailers may implement upward 

integration to acquire the distribution functions to gain the competitive advantages in the 

retail industry and reduce the pressure from the supply chain alongside. 

Since the situation in shipping industry is that the supply of ships is greater than the 

demand, the freight rates were low in several years. It is no intention for the potential 

entrants to do vertical integration. And there is no trend to pose the vertical integration to 

secure the supply of container space. (Lalwani, 2010)  

b- Entry Barrier 

There are some entry barriers to prevent the entry to the industry like capital requirement, 

cost disadvantages independent of scale and government policy. 

1. Capital Requirement 

One of the barriers to entry in the shipping industry is the requirement to large capital 

investment, since the capital of shipping industry is mainly the property of the ship. 

Therefore, a large investment is required to enter to the industry. Although ships can be 

purchased from the second hand market and rent in the tramp market, it is still hard for 

the new entrants to invest large amount of resources to negotiate in the market and the 

quality of ship is not guaranteed, and the extra costs to invest in maintenance equipment 

are also another problem. (Hingho, 2011) 
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2. Cost Disadvantages Independent of Scale: 

The new entrant cannot gain the cost advantage. Moreover, the existing firms have 

already established their proprietary systems or technologies, developed in the favorable 

locations and utilized the past experience to optimize and smoothen the process. 

Therefore, it is hard for new entrants to gain a competitive advantage to survive. In the 

shipping industry, the top 20 shipping companies has already occupied more than 80% of 

the market share, which means that most of the customers were concentrated in using the 

top 20 shipping companies’ services. A partnership has been established between 

customers and the existing firms. (Aplhaliner, 2011)  

3. Government Policy 

The government policy can affect the entry to the industry by controlling the license to 

the company or by implementing the regulation such as pollution control or labor safety 

to capital requirement. The license for ships enter to the ports is hard to obtain and the 

routes have also been regulated, especially in shipping industry.  

For example, US government has implemented the regulation “Act to Prevent Pollution 

from Ship (APPS)” to all the US flagged ships and foreign flagged ships in the US waters 

that regulate the amount of pollutants emission from ships.  

Moreover, International Maritime Organization (IMO), the United Nations specialized 

agency promoting safe, secure, environmental sound, efficient and sustainable shipping 

through cooperation, have 166 of the UN members that follow the regulation by IMO. 

These regulations would increase the investment to the capital for the new entrant, and 

strengthen the entry barrier.  
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To conclude, the capital investment in the shipping industry is high, the new entrant is 

hard to provide the same service level compared with the large firms, and the government 

policies are not favorable to the new shipping companies. Therefore, the entry barrier is 

high.    

c- Exit Barrier   

There are also some barriers to prevent existing firms from exiting the industry like 

economic, strategic and political factors that lead companies competing in business even 

though they may be earning less or negative return on investment. In conclusion, the exit 

barrier in the economics side in the shipping industry is not significant. 

The Entry barrier in the industry is high due to the large capital requirement, the large 

and strong existing firms and the government pollution regulation that make the 

investment surprisingly large. 

Moreover, the Exit Barrier in the industry is low due to the active trading in second hand 

and tramp market that ease the shipping companies to sell or charter ships. 

Therefore, until now shipping industry is still a profitable business for the existing firms 

to continue investment. But it is not good for the new entrants since the competition is 

relatively strong and high chance to be exposed by the retaliation by the existing firms.  

It is hard for the new entrants to compete with the existing firms, although the industry is 

attractive with stable return. (Hingho, 2011) 

To summarize, there are no intentions and reasons for the potential entrants to enter the 

shipping industry, and the entry barriers are high, therefore, the threat of entrants is low. 
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2.4.2 Bargaining power of buyers: 

The major buyers in the shipping industry are the manufacturers who want to ship the 

cargoes to the retail stores to sell their products to the end consumers. Therefore, the 

buyers can put a pressure on the distributors to lower the freight rate.  

For instance, most of the global manufacturers source the materials globally and 

manufacture in the place where lower costs such as China, India, Vietnam etc., because 

the global manufacturers place a large quantity of orders to the shipping companies. 

Therefore, the global manufacturers were the major customers of the shipping companies.  

a- Oversupply situation 

Moreover, the bargaining power of the buyers is also strengthened. Nowadays, there are 

an over-ordering of the container ships and the continuous innovation of the largest 

container ships. Therefore, the container ships are over-supply leading to the decrease in 

freight rate, and strengthening the bargaining power of buyers.  

b- No effect on the quality of the cargo 

In addition, the shipping companies act as a role of distributors in the supply chain, and 

the services offered are not critical to the quality of the buyer’s products and the services 

offered are standardized. Most of the shipping companies are providing similar route 

such as Shanghai to Jeddah. Therefore, it is easy for the buyers to switch into other 

companies and negotiate with the shipping companies for lower prices. As a result, the 

bargaining power of buyers is enhanced. 

To conclude, the situation now is not favorable to shipping companies due to the 

oversupply of ships and the unimportant role in the supply chain. Therefore, there are 
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large pressures on the shipping industry to negotiate the freight rate, and the bargaining 

power of buyer to the shipping industry is strong. (Hingho, 2011) 

2.4.3 Bargaining power of suppliers: 

The major suppliers to the shipping industry are the bunker, port operators, labors, and 

ship charters.  

a- Bunker 

The Bunker price is one of the major concerns to the liner companies and it would 

fluctuate significantly in accordance to the oil price. Normally, the cost of bunker fuel 

would account for about 25% of the total vessel operating costs. However, the trend in 

bunker price is still increasing, which indicates that the operating cost for the liner 

companies would increase in the coming years. 

Although increase in bunker prices would decrease the profitability of the industry, the 

firms have already introduced certain measure to transfer the cost to customers that is the 

bunker surcharge. By doing this, it can help firms to reduce the pressure from the 

suppliers and release the pressure to the buyers. Although the surcharge can help to 

reduce a certain operating costs, the high demand in crude oil does not change. Therefore, 

the industry still suffers the pressure from the bunker suppliers.  

 

b- Labors 
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Shipping crews are one of the major human resources in the shipping industry, and they 

also play an important role in a vessel operation. According to the report of Manpower 

2010 Update: The worldwide demand and supply of seafarers, BIMCO and ISF, the 

results show that the shortage of seafarers is not significant and the balance between 

demand and supply for ratings with a modest overall shortage of officers is about 2 %, 

However, the results do not mean that individual shipping companies are not 

experiencing serious recruitment problems, but the overall supply and demand are 

currently more or less in balance. The report also estimates a shortage of seafarer in the 

future. Therefore, it could be one of the bargaining powers threatening the shipping 

industry. (Bimco, 2011) 

c- Port operators: 

The port operators can also threaten the shipping industry by requiring liner companies to 

pay for higher handling fees and bunker prices. Therefore, the liner companies may suffer 

the pressure from the port operators. Especially during the peak season, the berths were 

fully loaded especially.  Therefore, the bargaining power is even stronger. In addition to 

that, the vessels are becoming larger, requiring deep-sea berths for loading and 

unloading; however, the supply of deep sea berths is limited. The shipping companies 

would be threatened by lacking in supply of berths.   

d- Ship Charters 

Ship Charter is a ship owner chartering the containerships to a long term, fixed rate time 

charters to liner companies. The liner companies would suffer great pressures from the 

ship charters since most of the liner companies chartered more than half of the total 

vessels and only owned less than half of the vessels. Therefore, the charter price is vital 
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to the profitability of the liner companies, and so, the bargaining power to the liner 

companies is strong.  

To conclude, the bargaining power of suppliers is strong because of continuous increase 

in the bunker price, the next generation having no passion in shipping industry, the lack 

of sophisticated terminal in worldwide and the most of the ship not owned by the liner 

firms. Those finally make the situation hard. (Hingho, 2011)   

2.4.4 Substitutes: 

The substitutes are the other mode of transportation like land transport and air freight. 

a- Air transport:  

Nowadays, the aviation industry is now growing so fast, the airplane is becoming larger, 

and the capacity improves significantly. However, it is still hard to compare it to seaborne 

trade. In 2010, approximate 90% of the world trade was carried by sea but only less than 

1% of the world trade was carried by air; therefore, until now it is hard for the air freight 

to substitute the sea transport.   

b- Land transport   

Similarly, land transport occupies a certain term of trade volume in the world; moreover, 

the land transport can distribute the cargos from the coastal region to in-land. However, 

the seaborne trade is responsible for trading between country and country across the 

oceans. Comparing with the volume of seaborne trade, volume of land transport is about 

one ninth of the volume of seaborne trade.  
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To conclude, seaborne trade occupied more than 80% of world trade volume but only 

used about 4% of the energy. It is obvious to see that sea transport is one of the most 

important and efficient mode of transportation, therefore, it is hard for the other potential 

substitutes to replace the position of seaborne trade and hard to put pressure to the 

shipping industry. The threat of substitutes is weak. (Hingho, 2011) 

2.4.5 Rivalry among existing firms:  
 

a- Dominant competition 

It is a fact that the top ten liner companies occupied more than 40% of the world share, 

and the price competition was dominant by the large liner companies. Therefore, the 

intensity of rivalry among existing firms depends on competitive move of these large 

liner companies. We can see that they are not equally balanced competitions in the world. 

The competitions largely depend on the competitive move by the large firm. In the past, 

Maersk has introduced the larger ship to introduce the threat to the industry and make a 

price competition to increase its market share. Although the price competition cannot 

lead Maersk to increase its market share, the industry freight rate was significantly 

affected by the move, which decreased gradually until late 2009 when Maersk stopped 

price competition. The large firms can significantly affect the industry more than the 

small firms since they are resourceful and highly capable. 
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  b- Slightly Slow Industry Growth 

The industry growth largely depends on the growth of world trade. Although there was a 

downturn in 2009, decreasing more than 20% of world trade volume, the trend is still 

increasing. Therefore, there is still high probability that the world trade would strongly 

rebound, and the WTO also forecasts that the world trade will expand by 9.5 %, and 

according to the Trade and development Report, UNCTAD, the growth rate in 2010 was 

relatively high due to the rebound from 2009, the economic crisis. Therefore, the world 

trade growth is sustainable and relatively high compared to 2009. Although there is a 

high growth rate in 2010 due to the rebound from 2009, the growth in 2011 slightly 

increased in 4.5 %. Therefore, the industry growth is relatively slow that it would cause 

competition into a market share game for seeking expansion, but it would not be vigorous 

in coming years since the industry has just recovered from the downturn in 2009. 

(UNCTAD, 2011)  

c- Lack of differentiation  

Since most of the liner companies provides similar services and also similar route to the 

customers, the buyers would largely base on the price and the service quality. Therefore, 

it is a reason for the firms to compete volatility in offering lower price with higher quality 

of services that would decline the profitability of the whole industry.   

2.4.6 Summary 

The buyers put the most pressure on the industry due to access of market information, the 

services provided by the industry not affecting the quality of its products, and the current 

situation is favorable for buyers. 
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The suppliers also put pressure on the industry by threatening the firms with lack of 

supply of the source of energy, labor, berths, and ships to the industry. Although there are 

high demands for energy, the energy consumption may affect the operation of the ships, 

and the current situation is affected by the oversupply of ship rather than lack of ship 

supply. Therefore, the threat of suppliers is not that strong.  

The threat of entry was minimized by the high entry barrier and not attractive returns. 

The expected retaliation is strong since the industry is now growing tightly and new 

entrants are hard to well establish the position to compete in the industry. 

The threat of substitutes is also insignificant because the other modes of transport cannot 

compete with the sea transport in terms of the volume and efficiency. Moreover, the firms 

are now building up the environmental friendly image to attract the business in shipping 

industry. 

To summarize, the pressures from the suppliers and buyers affect the industry most in 

these years. But most of these are the seasonal factors that affect the profitability. The 

core competence of the industry is dependent on the idea that the sea transport is the most 

environmental friendly and efficient mode of transportation in the world. In the 

foreseeable future, air freight and land transport are still hard to substitute the position of 

sea transport based on its high volume and low efficiency characteristics. (Hingho, 2011)  
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2.5 Supply Chain and Logistics Management  

Supply Chain Management is defined as “the systematic, strategic coordination of the 

traditional business functions and the tactics across these businesses functions within a 

particular company and across businesses within the supply chain, for the purposes of 

improving the long-term performance of the individual companies and the supply as a 

whole”. (Mentzer et al, 2001)  

2.5.1 Evolving Conditions in Supply Chain Management and logistics 

Liner shipping is but one of the myriads of services and product activities that are 

necessary for the delivery of goods and services required by consumers. The 

opportunities and challenges faced by the lines are affected by the network environment 

in which they operate. As the environment changes under technological, economic and 

political conditions, the lines have opportunities to follow strategies that give them an 

advantage in serving customers needs. These strategies may involve and certainly have 

implications for the organizational structure of the industry, as anticipated by (Chandler, 

1962) and (Muris et. al, 1996).  

2.5.2 Customer needs and the challenges and opportunities  

Increased competition heightens pressures for the redesign of supply chains and logistics 

systems. The competition drives the need to reduce costs while, at the same time, 

marinating or improving service levels. Actions are taken to reduce costs and to improve 

service work concurrently and dynamically, although their descriptions often focus on 

specific effects. Such actions are considered next, prior to considering their implications 

for shipping lines. 
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2.5.3  Developments in Logistics   

Four strategies provide examples of the central role for logistics in improving supply 

chain performance. They are: sourcing in low-cost locations, just–in-time delivery, 

postponement, and improving supply chain visibility. While these strategies are not 

strictly separate, it is convenient to deal with them individually. (Costas TH. G., 

September 2002) 

a- Sourcing in low –cost locations 

Industries have always made trade –offs among locations based on the benefits of 

locating close to low cost resource inputs compared with the benefits of proximity to 

markets. Typically, industries in which labour costs are high gravitate to low wage –cost 

locations. The ability of firms to do this is dependent on efficient logistics services to get 

products to where they are needed.   

b- Just –in – time and postponement   

Reducing the costs of logistics and improving service to customers by shortening time 

cycles which are important in the design of supply chains. The successful use of the 

Kanban system in the Japanese automobile industry has had a major influence on all 

industries around the world as they have shifted to new delivery systems. Just-in-time 

(JIT) is just one approach to reducing inventories in supply chains through frequent, 

small quantity and highly reliable deliveries. 

These deliveries are timed to respond to immediate user needs; the products are pulled 

through the supply chain by demand. This is a major difference to the time when goods 

were produced in long, low-cost runs based on forecasts well ahead of demand. When 
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manufacturers are the immediate recipients of goods, terms such as lean manufacturing 

are used to describe the new environment. (Costas TH. G., September 2002) 

c- Supply chain visibility  

Reductions in the order cycle and delivery lead times have been achieved through many 

changes in the design and operation of supply chains and logistics systems. Vital 

contributions to the changes have been made by the developments in information and 

communications technologies (ICT). Notably have been the transfer of data and other 

information resulting in enhanced supply chain visibility (Forrester, 1958). 

2.5.4  Challenges and opportunities for liner shipping 

Each of the strategies described previously is associated with a range of changes in the 

characteristics of supply chains and logistics systems. These create challenges and 

opportunities for the shipping lines. 

Relationships among supply chain participants tend to be closer. To achieve this there are 

fewer firms. One of the attributes desired by shippers as they develop closer relationships 

with fewer lines is that those lines have an extensive service network able, therefore, to 

serve them in various trade lanes. The pressure on lines is to develop more extensive 

service networks (Evangelista et al, 2001). 

The reduction of time is becoming a more important logistics strategy to reduce costs and 

to improve customer service. The costs of “disruptions”, whether associated with 

variations in demand, logistics or supplier performance warrant close attention (Levy, 

David, 1995). 
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The effects of disruptions are particularly great when lead times are long, even with good 

information systems. Greater recognition of the costs of disruptions encourages the 

design of shorter and faster supply chains. This encourages local sourcing, the use of 

improved IT and of expedited logistics services. The liner shipping industry faces 

prospects of a diminishing role international trade and competitive advantage accruing to 

lines offering short reliable transit times. 

2.6 The horizontal and vertical restructuring of lines 

Shipping lines have faced pressures in the changing market place to expand their services 

geographically and to widen the range of services offered. The response of lines has 

differed depending on their views of market opportunities, their resource base in terms of 

their financial resources, the initial geographical extent of their services, the range and 

level of supporting services, especially in information technology, and the depth and 

breadth of their human resources. (Heaver, 2002)    

2.6.1 The horizontal restructuring of liner shipping 

As large shippers have followed supply chain strategy involving the use of fewer 

suppliers, they have placed heightened value on the extent of the network of services 

offered by liner companies. This is a primary reason given by American President Line 

(APL) in 1995 for the introduction of its first service from Asia to Europe through a slot-

charter agreement. The new service was a significant shift in APL’s policy as up to that 

time it had a Pacific - only service strategy. It is the dominant reason for the increased 

concentration in liner shipping which is one of prominent features of industry. 
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The strategies of lines in extending the network of their services have been covered 

extensively in the literature and feature prominently (Evangelista et.al 2000). The 

addition of routes by lines has been dominantly practiced by slot charter, alliance merger, 

or acquisition rather than the extension of own services. These methods limit the need for 

new investments while extending route networks and avoid reductions in the density of 

traffic in relation to infrastructure costs by route, an important consideration in network 

industries.  

2.6.2 The vertical restructuring of liner shipping 

 The vertical structure of liner shipping has been affected by the developments in logistics 

in a number of ways. The interests of shippers in dealing with fewer suppliers have 

influenced lines to extend the vertical reach of their services. The interests of shippers in 

a faster and more reliable service have not only affected the design of shipping services 

but also the relationship among the services necessary to deliver value to shippers for 

example, by door-to-door services. The interests of shippers in outsourcing logistics 

services have created an opportunity for shipping lines (and others) to expand their third-

party logistics services.  The expansion of lines into services beyond shipping has led to 

greater vertical integration in the industry, but the organizational relationships vary with 

the nature of activities and the interests of shippers in those activities. The added services 

common in shipping are divided into three categories: - terminal operations, intermodal 

services, and logistics services. (Costas TH. G., September 2002) 
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2.7 National Shipping Policies 

2.7.1 What is maritime policy? 

Traditionally, the emphasis has been on national shipping policy. Such policies are 

usually promotional in nature and aim either at promoting a nation’s merchant marine or 

protecting it and its competitions from fleets of the other nations or both. As the shipping 

policy may include promotional as well as regulatory activities, the result may appear 

outright schizophrenic, with governments on the one hand promoting the freedom of the 

seas while, on the other hand, restricting market access or activities. In fact, shipping 

policy often becomes the regulation of shipping. 

Sturmey has given the following definition of national shipping policy. “A nation may be 

said to have a shipping policy when it encourages, permits, or formulates measures to 

interfere with or control the free play of market forces in regard to the employment of 

shipping.  The interference of control may extend from ad hoc measures to a carefully 

planned and continuous policy”. (Sturmey, 1975). 

2.7.2 The Five W’s of Shipping Policy 

The five W’s, i.e., the what, when, where, why and who, of shipping policy reviews three 

scenarios or models of shipping policy, based on concrete examples from Canada, China 

and West Africa. 
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The question of shipping policy is multifaceted, and it may be helpful to look at shipping 

in terms of the following five questions: 

1) What is understood by shipping policy? 

2) Why do we have shipping policies? 

3) When did shipping policies come into being and what is their present status? 

4) Where do we find shipping policies, by region and by shipping sector? 

5) Who are the major players (key agencies and organizations) involved?  

2.7.3 Why do we have maritime policies? 

There was a time when the above question would not even be asked. It seemed obvious 

that maritime transport constituted an industry of major national importance, and that as 

such, it needed to be protected and promoted by the state. The history of national 

shipping policies is long and glorifying and dates back to ancient times when state, trade, 

and navy were closely linked. Even today the concept of “trade follows the flag” is often 

taken to be self evident, requiring no further explanation. Such ideas are firmly engraved 

in the economic and political psychology of many nations. (Sletmo, G.K 2001) 

2.8 IT in Logistics and Supply Chain Management 

The supply chain is both a network and a system. The network component involves the 

connections needed in the flow of products and information. The systemic properties are 

the interdependence of activities, organizations and processes. As one example, 

transportation transit times influence the amount of inventory held within the system. 

Generally said, actions in one part of the system affect other parts. (Schary et al., 2001) 

Mentzer defines a supply chain as a set of three or more companies directly linked by one 

or more of the upstream and downstream flows of products, services, finances and 

information. To be supply-chain oriented means that the company consciously develops 

the strategic system approach to enhance the processes and activities involved in 
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managing the various flows in a supply chain. Supply management can envisage almost 

all of the company’s main functions, or at least those functions like sale, marketing, R&D 

and forecasting which can be handled within a supply chain context. To sum up, SCM 

means a systemic coordination of the traditional business functions within a particular 

company and across businesses with the chain. (Mentzer, John T. 2001) 

 “Innovative supply chain management structures are rapidly emerging. These 

incorporate expanded access to “e-sources” of supply, which use web-based exchanges 

and hubs, interactive trading mechanisms and advanced optimization, and matching 

algorithms to link customers with suppliers for individual transactions”. (Agarwal et al., 

2001) 

Many industries have embarked on reengineering efforts to improve the efficiency of 

their supply chains. The goal of these programs is to better match supply with demand so 

as to reduce the costs of inventory and stock outs, where potential savings can be 

enormous. One key initiative is information sharing between partners in a supply chain. 

Sharing sales information has been viewed as a major strategy to counter the so-called 

“bullwhip effect”, which is essentially the phenomenon of demand variability 

amplification along a supply chain. It can create problems for suppliers, such as grossly 

inaccurate demand forecasts, low capacity utilization, excessive inventory, and poor 

customer service. (Lee et al., 2000)  

The result for many companies is an expanded role of global sourcing of supply, and 

global reach in the search for customers. This, in turn, signifies an increasingly important 

role for liner shipping companies in making supply chains more efficient. 
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2.9 Logistics in Transocean Transport 

Trade and transport operations invariably involve numerous partners both in the public 

and the private sector, such as banking and insurance agents, in addition to various 

logistics service providers. Likewise, the trading partners (buyers and sellers or 

consignors and consignees) evaluate the practicalities often on a case by-case basis. 

The number of business parties, logistics providers and officials taking part in a 

Transocean transport for each individual shipment is very large. Thus, it is very difficult 

to control the overall information flow along the route. In order to stay competitive in the 

global logistics markets, practically all major liner shipping operators now offer extensive 

door-to door tracking and tracing services (see, e.g., Heaver and the websites of Maersk, 

Sea land, P&O Nedlloyd and APL). (Heaver, Trevor, 2002) 

It is noteworthy that the direct cost (i.e., unit freight) especially in container liner 

shipping has decreased over the past decades in real terms-and often also in absolute 

terms-in practically all major routes. At the same time, the average value of goods has 

increased and the overall attention to logistics has risen. As a consequence, the cost time 

and the value of transport –related information has surged (see, e.g. Mason-Jones and 

Towill). (Mason-Jones et.al., 1999)   

2.10 Intra- Company information Flows 

 It is not possible to describe all the possible uses of IT for intra-company 

information purposes, and many of these intra-company systems integrate with inter-

company systems. What we will attempt to do is to describe some of the systems in place 

and highlight the key issues that are related to these systems. Enterprises Resource 

Planning (ERP) programs are the foundation for many firms’ IT capabilities. Companies 

like SAP, J.D. Edwards, PeopleSoft, Baan, and Oracle are the major companies in this 

multi-billion dollar industry. All ERP providers are looking to extend the capabilities of 
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their products by adding additional functionality to their product. The three major 

functional areas of ERP are: Manufacturing & Logistics, Finance & Accounting, and 

Human Resources & Payroll. (Costas TH. G., September 2002)  

Jakovljevic identifies some of the key reasons why ERP systems are so popular and are 

essential to the modern firm. These are Strategic, Tactical and Technical. (Jakovljevic, 

P.J.2000) 

Strategic reasons 

 

- Enable new business strategies 

- Enable globalization 

- Enable growth strategies 

- Extend supply/demand chain 

- Increase customer responsiveness 

 

Tactical reasons 

 

-  Reduce cost-improve productivity 

- Increase flexibility 

- Integrate business process 

- Integrate acquisitions 

- Standardize business processes 

- Improve quality and visibility of information 

- Enhance technology infrastructure to handle     

    the immense amount of data. 

 

Technical reasons  

-Standardize system  platform 

- Improve quality and  visibility of  information 

- Enhance technology infrastructure to handle   

   the immense amount of data. 

 

Table: 2.1 Strategic, Tactical & Technical Key Reasons for (ERP) Systems 

Programs that “plug-in” to ERP systems are gaining popularity, as enhanced functionality 

not offered by the base ERP system is required to gain competitive advantage. 
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2.11 Organization Critical Factors 

According to Johansson et al., viewpoints, any company should concentrate on improving 

the product quality and/or service, and at the same time reducing the cycle time and cost 

to the customer.  

They are categorized and subsequently explained as follows: 

1. Service  

Better service will get more margin and greater market share. Experience   shows   

superior   service deriving   high   customer satisfaction. Five initially important factors 

are summed to measure this aspect: 

Providing diversity of value-added services :   Creating significantly  added  value  for  

customers  and  providing  different services  for  different  customers   are  critical  

issues  in  logistics industry. It may be a business strategy or tactic to provide diversity 

services for serving a heterogeneous customer base. 

Availability: Each element of the logistics services will benefit from the widespread 

adoption of any service availability via phone call, e-mail, web, and internet etc. 

Immediately   availability of services will provide   customers with gaining their needs 

and understanding. Reliability: It means the ability of a logistics service system to 

perform its functions in routine circumstances, as well as hostile   or unexpected 

circumstances.  The  reliability   in    Shipping Lines  especially emerged  from  the  

precise  degree  in  the  functions  of  storage, distribution, delivery, and consignment. 
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Adequacy of physical facilities and equipment: providing adequate physical facilities and   

equipment, e.g. handling equipment, storage areas, containers and chassis etc., plays an 

important role in complex market designed to meet rigorous market demands.  

Increasing marketing channel and network:  The numbers of service node and channel, 

and marketing network can provide more convenient service for customers.  

2. Quality  

Consumers may focus on the specification quality of a product, and they will compare 

with competitors in   the marketplace.  The conformance quality provided by the 

Shipping Lines might be accepted by customers. The degree to which product should 

produce correctly means; the movements of goods safely, economically, and quickly 

from one location to another in this industry. Five initially important factors are summed 

to measure this aspect. (Ding, J., 2010) 

Improving   customer   satisfaction   :    Experience    shows customer  satisfaction  is  

the  most   important  factor  influencing customer  quality  to  achieve  customer  

retention  and   customer loyalty.  Satisfying customer needs is greatly vital for obtaining 

customers acquisition to eventually gain profitability. 

Safety: It is the state of being safe when logistics activities are processed in the logistics 

center or warehouse. Controlling the safety means high quality and low risk in handling 

shipments. 
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Accuracy and precision of shipments:  Accuracy is the degree of veracity while 

precision is the degree of reproducibility. Both of them are important. Providing right 

accuracy and precision of shipments makes customer quality in high level to carry out. 

Skills and knowledge of operating personnel: All involved activities that make for the 

functionality to work well need good human resources to have an effective organization. 

All personnel with superior skills and knowledge will make the logistics operations more 

facile.  

Capability of total quality service and integrated process management: does the 

service quality deliver the value to customers? Capabilities of total quality service 

provided by Shipping Lines will meet the   customers’ satisfaction.  Developing a 

customer service network is very important. Of course, providing total quality service 

usually needs the support from top managing layer. Subsequently, all shipments in 

warehouse to process logistics activities smoothly rely on having possession of capability 

of integrated process management. It makes logistics operations more fluent. Therefore, 

these two capabilities are possessed by the Shipping Lines. Customer quality will be 

satisfied later. (Ding, J., 2010) 

3. Cost  

In accounting, costs are the monetary value of expenditures for supplies, services, labor, 

products, equipment and other items purchased for use by a business. In economic terms, 

cost often means opportunity cost. Whatever fields, reducing cost is usually a common 

opinion and idea due to a firm that can make a cheaper price.  Hence, diminishing total 
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logistics costs to customers can raise the value and benefits for customer. Three initially 

important factors are summed to measure this aspect: 

Providing reasonableness of price: Usually, the price includes a mark up for profit over 

the cost of the services. Price comparison between competitors is often affected by the 

customer in terms of evaluating the selection of Shipping Lines. Even price was 

uppermost as a critical impress on the purchasing decision; however price now is not a 

single most important variable of decision. 

Reducing   related operating costs of shipments (direct costs):  These kinds of costs 

usually appear on the core operational activities, e.g. marketing, warehousing and 

distribution. Operating costs are parts of variable costs, in which they are mostly 

concentrated by customers. Selecting the best Shipping Lines will be compared with the 

lower related operating costs of   shipments among these competitors.  Hence, reducing 

these kinds of costs can attract customers to buy her services. 

Reducing related overhead, charges and fees  (indirect costs) : Buyers prefer to pay 

money when they use related services, not  pay  overhead,  surcharges  and  fees  without  

using  services, especially, which customers believe they do not use them. All in one 

price is willing to customers. Too much related overhead, charges  and  fees  are  

negative  for  evaluating  the  selection  of  Shipping Lines. (Ding, J., 2010) 

 4. Time  

Time is money’ is especially in evidence in   today’s   globally competitive environment. 

Consumers in this field are increasingly sensitive to time aspect, while time or speed   
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is deemed as a source of differentiation for firms. The ‘cost of time’ is referred to a major 

influence of selecting Shipping Lines where the importance of timing is foremost. Time-

based competition has become an argument of main stream among the growth of time-

sensitive logistics market. Four initially important factors are summed to measure this 

aspect thus:      

Reducing lead time of core logistics services:  Reducing the lead time can be achieved 

by shortening the logistics operation time (that is the time taken to complete the main 

core operational services from marketing, warehousing to distribution). 

Implementing integrated logistics information system: The applications highlight an 

aiding a number of information technology (IT) and information system (IS), e.g. radio 

frequency identification (RFID), electronic data interchange (EDI), decision support 

system information  system,  the  less  opportunity  on  human  error,  and eventually 

reducing the operating time.  

Quick responsiveness:  The responsiveness   of   service should have a standard to show 

the service is available any time per day; it is possible that on occasion it may be 

unavailable for very short time periods to permit maintenance or other development 

activity to take place. A quick and efficient responsiveness system service will reduce the 

complaint to arise. (Ding, J., 2010) 

 5. Information Technology in Shipping Industry 

 

Shipping has been the cornerstone of transportation from the very beginning of human 

civilization, especially in Middle East countries which are surrounded by water and most 

transportation jobs are done through the sea. But the present business environment poses 
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many challenges for the shipping industry, which, if not addressed by using the right 

solutions, can make a difficult situation worse. Fluctuating demand, unstable revenues 

and increasing costs means bad times for the shipping industry in the whole world. The 

present trend of upstream and downstream consolidation, capacity/space utilization and 

increasing automation needs to be carefully evaluated.   

The Ports and Shipping Industry are characterized by globalization of trade, services and 

manufacturing activity. Globalization has brought in the need for global networks and has 

prompted shipping companies into mergers, acquisitions, alliances and consolidation 

regardless of their location. It has also impelled the development of value   added services 

and producing large capacity ships to achieve economies of scale. 

Information technology can play a pivotal role in bringing exciting times back for the 

shipping industry. The adoption of information technology can give organizations 

operational agility, providing seamless information integration in addition to considerable 

cost savings. As a result, while their customers can enjoy the convenience and 

functionality offered by e-commerce, shipping companies are able to communicate better 

with their extended organizational network. (Costas TH. G., September 2002)  
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2.12 Maritime Industry in Jordan 

2.12.1 Introduction 

Jordan’s port and maritime transport industry has been changing rapidly as a result of 

initiatives by the Government of Jordan (JOR) to set up decentralized structures and 

reform institutional and regulatory policies and practices, and by maritime and port 

organisations to improve customer service, safety, asset quality and commercial 

performance. The outcomes from these changes have been significant in many of these 

areas but further institutional and regulatory reform is required to enable the industry to 

meet its full potential.  

2.12.2 Industry Structure 

The Government of Jordan (GOJ) has decided to organise the transport sector based on a 

separation between policy, operational, and regulatory functions. This sets out a clear 

policy orientation towards pursuing market-oriented policies in the transport sector as 

specified in the National Agenda of the GOJ (2006-1015), the MOT law (2003 as 

amended), the national transport strategy -NTS- (2009-2011), and many other official 

reports and documents. This section identifies the main entities, both in the public and 

private sectors, in charge of policy, operation, and regulation of the sector, and examines 

the nature and scope of their activities.  

2.12.3 Policy and Regulations 

Maritime policy is an integral part of the overall economic policy of a country. From a 

public policy perspective, the maritime sector is seen as an economic catalyst where the 

aggregation of shipping, port and other maritime activities generates benefits and socio-
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economic wealth. Maritime policy decision makers are public authorities in charge of 

outlining policy and strategic orientations about the current and future role the port and 

maritime transport sector, can play setting the necessary measures that are needed in 

order to support this role, and monitoring the implementation and execution of these 

measures.  

Equally key to maritime policy is the extent to which governments and public entities are 

involved in the process of planning, development and regulation. Regulators are public 

authorities empowered by legislation to licence and monitor the sector’s operators and 

regulate their activities with regards to labour, safety, security, and environmental 

sustainability (technical regulation). They are also in charge of monitoring competition 

and rivalry against market failures, regulating the negotiation of public-private 

partnership (PPP) contracts and concessions, including prescribing the terms and 

conditions for pricing and performance targets, and arbitrating disputes that may occur 

during and after negotiations (economic regulation). (Bichou, 2011) 

In terms of policy and regulatory institutions, four main public entities can be identified: 

a- Ministry of Transport (MOT) 

   The MOT is the entity in charge with the elaboration of transport policies and 

the monitoring of their implementation; while the provision, operations and management 

of transport services and related activities are or should be carried out by independent, 

mostly private sector, enterprises. In a similar vein, the regulation of the transport sector 

is conferred to independent regulatory bodies that have been specifically established for 

this purpose.  
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b- Aqaba Special Economic Zone Authority (ASEZA) 

   This is the statutory institution responsible for the management, regulation, and 

the development of the Aqaba Special Economic Zone (ASEZ), an area of approximately 

650 km that includes the city of Aqaba and encompasses Jordan's entire coastline.  

c- Jordan Maritime Authority (JMA) 

      JMA was created in 2002 by a Royal Decree to execute the MOT policy, and to 

control and monitor maritime activities in conformity with the GOJ and AZESA laws in 

force. In particular, the JMA is in charge of ratification and follow-up of international 

conventions, ship registration and certification, flag and port state control, the monitoring 

of coastal and in-port navigation, the investigation of maritime accidents, the 

accreditation and issuance of statutory certificates for seafarers and marine personnel, and 

the licensing of service companies located outside the borders of ASEZ, otherwise the 

ASEZA performs this function in coordination with the JMA.  

d- Aqaba Development Corporation (ADC) 

     ADC was created in 2005 as the investment arm of AZESA and has since then 

acted as the port landlord and infrastructure owner. Since then, ADC has entered into a 

number of public-private partnership (PPP) and concession arrangements with private 

entities for the development, operations and management of ASEZ infrastructures, 

including port and marine facilities. (Bichou, 2011)  
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2.12.4  Operations and Services 

a- Maritime Transport 

The maritime transport sector is primarily concerned with the transport of freight and 

passengers by sea. The sector is associated with a diverse range of other activities, 

primary or ancillary, such as ship design and classification, shipbuilding and repair, 

shipping agency, chartering and broking, multimodal transport, and a range of associated 

shipping services.  

b- Shipping 

According to the figures obtained from the Jordan Maritime Authority, there are 30 

commercial ships registered under the Jordanian flag mainly small-to-medium passenger, 

general cargo, and dry bulk ships as well as tugboats. The average age of the Jordanian 

fleet is well above international standards of 10 years for passenger ships, 16.5 years for 

bulk carriers, 17 years for oil tankers, and 24 years for general cargo ships. 

c- Shipping intermediaries 

A key feature in shipping and port markets is the use of intermediaries either between 

carriers or between carriers and shippers. Depending on the services they provide, 

intermediaries may be called freight forwarders, ship agents, shipbrokers, multimodal 

transport operators (MTO), non-vessel operating common carriers (NVOCC), etc. 

(Bichou, 2011) 
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Figure 2.3: Main agents and intermediaries in international shipping (Bichou, 2009) 

2.12.5 Ports 

According to the United Nations conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), 

port activities can be divided into services to ships and services to cargo. Services to 

ships include conservancy and protection, pilot age and towage, berthing and tie-up, and 

bunkering and supply. Services to cargo include stevedoring and cargo handling, quay 

transfer operations, and storage and stacking. Ancillary services in ports include a range 

of value added logistics activities such as cargo processing and distribution, information 

processing, estate and rental services, repair and maintenance services. (Bichou, 2011) 
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Figure 2.4: Main operational and administrative functions of a port (source: UNCTAD) 

a- Stevedores and Terminal operators 

Under this heading are grouped a series of providers of interface services between ships 

and port infrastructure. Four operators can be identified under this category: 

-   Aqaba Container Terminal (ACT) 

- Aqaba Port Corporation (APC)  

- Jordan Phosphate Mines Company (JPMC) 

- Jordan Cement Factories Company (JCFC)  

-  
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b- Other Logistics Service Providers  

This category includes a range of value added services such as storage and warehousing, 

consolidation and break bulk, processing and distribution, and information processing. 

There are several entities that provide a range of freight and logistics services to the 

maritime and ports industry and its customers. Two logistics facilities are worth 

mentioning since both are business units of ADC: the Aqaba Logistics Village (ALV) 

providing CFS (container freight station) and logistics services under a 25-year BOT 

contract, and the marshalling yards (4 in totals) linking and regulating the traffic flow 

from and to ACT and the Main Ports. (Bichou, 2011)   

2.13 Institutional Performance and Governance 

Maritime transport and port systems are broad, complex, and very dissimilar in their 

assets, roles and functions, and even within a single system or component, the services 

that are, or could be, performed are very broad in scope and nature that it would be 

almost impossible to provide an exhaustive list of them. Institutional dissimilarity also 

hinders a comprehensive approach to marine transport and port systems, as there exist 

several organizational and institutional structures even for entities performing similar 

roles and functions.  

2.13.1 Governance Performance 

Since many segments of the maritime transport and port sector are public goods, 

maritime policy becomes an integral part of the country’s general economic, trade and 

social policy. Generally, port policy is formulated based on two understandings: (i) the 

role of shipping and ports in the development of the country and (ii) the set of policy 
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measures that are needed in order to support and further promote this role. It is these 

measures that constitute the components of a maritime policy.  

a- Technical Regulation 

A major issue of policy and regulatory intervention in shipping and ports is maritime and 

port safety, security, labour regulation, and environmental sustainability. Examples of 

regulated activities in shipping and ports include, but are not limited to, flag state 

control, port state control, harbour and traffic management, hazardous materials’ 

(HAZMAT) handling and storage, maritime and port safety, shipping and port 

security, environmental protection and sustainability, health and occupational safety, 

etc.  

Several regulatory standards have been developed to ensure the safety, security, and 

environmental sustainability of ports and port operations. Many of these regulations 

are set by international organizations such as the IMO and the ILO. The GOJ and the 

MOT are yet to ratify and properly implement some important maritime regulations.  

b- Economic Regulation 

A central tenet of modern maritime and port policy is to ensure effective competition 

between and within port and shipping operators and service providers so as to provide 

users with real choice. While modern maritime management in which commercial 

investment, whether private or public, drives port development in becoming the norm 

across many ports and terminals in the world, the regulatory intervention from 

Governments and other public authorities should aim at remedying potential or 

demonstrable market failures and other hindrances to the wider economic, social, safety, 
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and environmental objectives. Market regulation may also include such aspects as market 

access, mergers and acquisitions, concessions and private sector participation, tariffs and 

pricing, incentives and subsidy programmes, and efficiency and yardstick benchmarking. 

In the sections below, the key themes in economic regulation and analyses the experience 

of Jordan particularly with regards the process and outcome of private sector participation 

in the port of Aqaba. (Bichou, 2011)  

2.13.2 Maritime System 

In attempt to structure and organize the maritime transport and port sector, several 

countries in the world have developed formalized maritime systems that reflect their 

strategic priorities and policy orientations, and these may be targeted at specific segments 

of the maritime industry or extended to sectors and industries outside the maritime 

spectrum. For instance, the US marine transport system (MTS) is comprised of five main 

components: waterways, ports, intermodal connections, vessels and vehicles, and system 

users; while Japan’s maritime industrial development and energy system (MIDAES) links 

the country’s maritime sector with the wider industrial and energy sectors.  

A maritime system is a set of organizations, firms and industries that operate within or 

across the maritime and port sectors and are systematically linked, both among 

themselves and with the outside environment, through vertical and horizontal 

relationships. In Jordan, there is no formalized maritime system that defines, categorizes, 

organizes, and integrates maritime activities according to strategic, sect oral, spatial, or 

any other relevant attributes.  
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2.13.3 Maritime Policy Statements and Long-Term Strategic Objectives 

The review of NTS in the maritime sector shows a great deal of fuzziness and 

randomness in the way strategies are defined, formulated, selected and prioritized. This is 

partly due to the weak interplay between the functional and institutional role of MOT 

within the national maritime system; this in turn features a high degree of conflict and 

overlap between missions, institutions and functions. Other issues relate to the 

capabilities of MOT in formulating a proper maritime strategy given the evident lack in 

human and financial resources. (Bichou, 2011) 
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2.14 Previous Research: 

A- Arabic Studies: 

Study (Aichaoui, 2006) entitled "Total Quality Management (TQM) in Service 

Institutions," 

The study aimed at, the application of TQM in service sector calls for greater attention by 

researchers regarding efforts towards improving the quality, with particular focus on 

analysis service, properties and adjusting the quality standards appropriate to the nature 

of these characteristics. It adopted theoretical and analytical methods through points, the 

most important of which are related to notable competitiveness and quality management. 

The study emphasized the need to adopt quality management technical service 

institutions overall as a sophisticated management style rather than traditional methods 

for access to continuous improvement in all levels of institution activities. 

The study also showed that service quality has a direct impact on the profitability of the 

service institutions, its competitive position and market share.    

Study (Al–‘Itoom, 2009) entitled "The Organization's Mission Impact on Achieving 

Competitive Advantage: Applied Study on Jordanian Pharmaceutical Industry". 

The research aimed at shedding light on the reality of the pharmaceutical industry in 

Jordan, and what impact the mission of the organization has on achieving a competitive 

advantage. The overall study population consisted of 5 Public contributed Jordanian 

pharmaceutical companies, while the study sample consisted of management personnel in 

these companies. The results showed that there is an impact of organization mission in 

achieving competitive advantage in Jordanian pharmaceutical companies. 
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The study recommended that the pharmaceutical company must review its organizational 

mission so that it includes all or some of the effectual elements such Quality, Research & 

Development, Human Resources Development and Customer Care. It also recommended 

building a solid company culture by instilling the concept of the company mission, which 

will support organizational strategies and facilitate the accomplishment of the companies' 

established goals and objectives.  

B- Foreign Studies: 

Study (Guihai Wang and Jay Yang 2000) entitled "Business Development Strategy 

and Australian Construction Industry. 

Heading toward the 21st century, the researcher aimed to highlight that the companies 

have to face new challenges caused by globalization, advances in technology and changes 

in the structure of the Australian economy. The study conducted on the Australian 

construction industry with 138,000 either small or large businesses active in the industry. 

This paper first briefly introduces the changes in the general environment that have effect 

on the construction industry; then using the model proposed by Porter (1980), the five 

competitive forces in the Australian construction companies are analyzed.   

In order to survive and grow, the managers should always pay much attention to the 

environment, either general or task, to identify the opportunities and threats; finally the 

research proposes some business strategies that may be suitable for the Australian 

construction companies to grow, either in the international or national arena. Of these 

strategies, strategic alliance is highlighted. 
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Study (Ghemawat, 2002) entitled "Competition and Business Strategy in Historical 

Perspective". 

The study aimed at focusing on the way the thought development of business strategy is 

affected by business thinking. It also sought to show a number of key issues for its 

application of strategy thinking in business strategy. It was applied on three Harvard 

Business colleges and on two consulting companies in order to follow their historical 

development and disseminate competition theories and business strategy. 

It emphasized the importance of adopting business strategy by the market and its impact 

on future development in this field. It also emphasized the role played by competitive 

forces in determining marketing results. It showed the much exaggerated concern of the 

economists in business strategy and their effort to develop it in a durable way. 

Study (T. C. E. Cheng* and Petrus W.C. 2005) entitled “Measuring Success Factors 

of Quality Management in the Shipping Industry”.  

This study seeks to identify the factors that are critical to successful quality management, 

and attempts to develop a reliable, empirically-tested, and rigorously-validated 

measurement instrument for quality management, for the shipping industry.   

The researchers conducted a large-scale survey of shipping industry executives and 

applied a rigorous research methodology to treat the survey data. This organizational-

level study is based on empirical data collected through a questionnaire survey 

administered to shipping industry executives. We invited respondents to participate in our 

survey by randomly sampling ship owner members of the world’s two major international 

maritime associations, namely the Baltic and International Maritime Council (BIMCO), 

and the International Association of Independent Tanker Owners (INTERTANKO). 
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The researchers identified four success factors of quality management, which are top 

management commitment and participation, quality information and performance 

measurement, employee training and empowerment, and customer focus, and developed 

a functional instrument to measure quality management in the shipping industry. This 

paper contributes to research by identifying the success factors of quality management, 

and provides managerial insights on the successful management of quality in the shipping 

industry. 

 Study (Lagoudis et al 2006) entitled “The Competitive Advantage in the Greek 

Shipping Industry” 

In this study, authors intend to further existing literature by examining the importance of four 

factors on the competitive strategies of Greek shipping companies, namely cost, quality 

standards, service level and time. The analysis is based on the Johansson, McHugh, Pendle 

Bury, and Wheeler (1993) model, where the combination of quality, service, cost and time are 

considered determining the value a company creates regardless of the industry it operates in. 

A survey was conducted on a sample of Greek shipping companies’ in order to examine and 

evaluate the importance of Johansson , et al., key metrics to the shipping industry. The results 

of this survey corroborate the results of similar surveys in international literature revealing the 

importance of cost for the success of shipping companies. They also validate findings in 

supply chain management literature where quality and time are considered as ‘‘qualifiers’’ 

and cost and service as ‘‘winner’’ criteria. Nevertheless, differences exist when filtering takes 

place in terms of company size, operating sector strategies (i.e. operating in a single or more 

than one sector) and dominant philosophy related to the application of supply chain strategies. 
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 Study (Kaptanoglu, et al., 2007) entitled “Developing Competitive Advantage 

Through Cooperative Decision Making in Shipping Family Businesses” 

 

This paper aimed to highlight competitive advantage through co-operative decision 

making in family shipping businesses during the last three generations.   The samples 

of companies were presented in the survey. The researcher developed a matrix of 

shipping companies in Turkey showing sizes of different types of shipping companies vs. 

generation. This could identify a particular course of action for making a company to 

long term plan, hence helping it to develop a competitive advantage.  

 The study concluded that, the following generations often tend to be caretakers, and not 

paying sufficient attention to “innovation” within their business, their industry and in 

their market place. One of the contributing factors is why so many family businesses fail 

to transition into being generational family businesses. 

It is argued that effective and efficient use of the human resources and involvement of the 

whole organization in the decision making process are vital if a company is to remain 

solvent and develop a competitive edge.  

 

Study (Zhou & Wu, 2009) entitled "Technological Capability, Strategic Flexibility, 

and Product Innovation".  

This paper examines the role of technological capability in product innovation. Building 

on the absorptive capacity perspective and organizational inertia theory, the authors 

propose that technological capability has curvilinear and differential effects on 

exploitative and explorative innovations.  

To test the hypotheses, researchers examine firms operating in high-technology sectors 

such as electronics, information technology, and telecommunication in China. Five in-
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depth interviews conducted with senior managers and completeness of the questionnaire 

items, then conducted a pilot study with 20 senior managers with titles such as chief 

executive officer (CEO), vice president, and general manager, and selected a random 

sample of 500 firms from a list of high-technology companies located in Shanghai and its 

surrounding areas. 

The findings support the proposition that though technological capability fosters 

exploitation at an accelerating rate, it has an inverted U-shaped relationship with 

exploration. That is, a high level of technological capability impedes explorative 

innovation. Strategic flexibility strengthens the positive effects of technological 

capability on exploration, such that when strategic flexibility is high, greater 

technological capability is associated with more explorative innovation. 

 

Study (V. Kannan et. al 2010) “An evaluation of ocean container carrier selection 

criteria: an Indian shipper’s perspective” 

The purpose of this study is to assist ocean container carriers in devising effective 

marketing strategies to attract and retain Indian shippers by letting them understand the 

list of criteria Indian shippers use in the carrier selection decisions and also the amount of 

importance they assign to each criterion during such decisions. 

Design/methodology/approach - To explore the criteria, review of transportation 

literature, customer satisfaction survey questionnaires of container carriers and 

SERVQUAL battery was undertaken. Telephone interviews and focus group interview 

were also conducted for this purpose. In order to evaluate the criteria, analytic hierarchy 

process (AHP) was used. In the AHP, the pair wise comparisons were carried out by 

another focus group with the help of a questionnaire.  
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Findings - Indian shippers use 45 criteria in the container carrier selection process and 

out of these, low freight is ranked as the most important criterion and pricing flexibility is 

the second most important one. In the list, these are the only two criteria found to be with 

more than 10 per cent importance. The least importance is given to five criteria: gifts and 

compliments, online booking, physical facilities, professional appearance and trade 

announcements which are weighed with 0.10 per cent importance. The paper has   

explored and added several new carrier selection criteria to the existing transportation 

literature.  

Practical implications - The paper enables container carriers to understand various 

criteria Indian shippers use in the container carrier selection decisions along with their 

relative importance in such decisions. It also helps container carriers to decide which 

criterion is to be given priority and which not while devising their marketing strategies 

for Indian market. This decision is vital to maximize shippers' satisfaction.  

Study (Ding JF 2010) “Critical factors influencing customer value for global 

Shipping carrier-based logistics service providers using Fuzzy AHP approach” 

The key purpose of this research is to apply Fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (AHP) 

approach to empirically study the critical factors influencing customer value for global 

shipping carrier-based logistics service providers based upon the customers’ perspective. 

To facilitate the main issue for obtaining critical factors, the four key value metrics - 

service, quality, cost, and cycle time - are employed to derive those initially important 

factors firstly. These factors have been discussed and publicized in academic and 

management fields and can be summarized as four aspects and seventeen initial factors. 

Subsequently, the proposed Fuzzy AHP approach is used to measure relative weights for 
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evaluating these factors. Finally, the systematic appraisal approach is to perform the 

empirical survey via AHP questionnaires. The results of this study show that: (1) quality 

is the highest aspect for customer value from the customers’ perspective in Taiwan, and 

the time is the lowest one; and (2) the top four critical factors influencing customer value 

are reasonableness of price, related direct costs, safety, and customer satisfaction, 

respectively. 

Study (Aigbokhaevbolo, 2011) entitled "Application of Game Theory to Business 

Strategy in Undeveloped Countries: A Case for Nigeria. 

The main aim of the study was to examine Game Theory for determination of how a 

company will compete in a given business and position itself among its competitors. It 

requires a strategic analysis from empirical evidence, while developed countries use a 

management science model such as the Game Theory.  

In Nigeria and other underdeveloped countries, the determination of business strategies is 

based on highly subjective approaches which include intuitive anticipatory, opportunistic, 

formal – structured, incrementing and adaptive. 

 The research suggested that the model is desirable, if applied, it would no doubt enhance 

the solving of business decision problems in businesses of undeveloped countries. 

It has discussed the concepts and rationale of business strategy and the current 

approaches adopted by Nigerian and other underdeveloped countries corporate managers 

in determining business strategy. Also discussed are the concepts and rationale for game 

theory through hypothetical examples. They have observed that game theory is a good 

technique for analyzing action of manager’s decision when dependent on the decision 

made by a competitor. 
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In view of the theoretical usefulness of game theory technique in business management 

this study therefore recommends the need for integration of game theory with the existing 

management techniques in organizations in Nigeria to enhance decision making in 

strategic management. 

2.15 The Current Research: 

The present study is different from earlier research by focusing on the impact of 

organizational critical factors on strategic competitive advantage in the maritime 

transport sector in Jordan. Earlier studies, however, has taken into account the impact of 

the organizational critical factors in determining the strategic competitive advantage of 

the organization. 

The result of this study is important for determining the most appropriate critical factors 

in achieving strategic competitive advantage. 

The researcher has noticed that earlier studies haven’t dealt with Jordan maritime 

industry concerning competitive advantage and strategy division within the components 

cost and differentiation in the maritime transport sector in Jordan, which was taken into 

account in this study. 
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Chapter Three 

Method & Procedures 
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3.1 Introduction 

 In this chapter we will go through the processes of the study, and outline the 

different methodological approaches we have chosen, and the tools that we have used to 

gain information about the subject. The study will also explain the data collection method 

that will be used and how the data will be presented and analyzed. Reliability and validity 

are considered as well. 

The chapter is divided in six parts: Study Methodology, Study Population and Sample, 

Study Tools and Data Collection, Statistical Treatment, Reliability and Validity. 

3.2 Research Methodology  

It is important to choose the method that best reflects the objective of the paper. Method 

is the tool and technique used to obtain and analyze research data, including for example 

questionnaires, observation, interviews, and statistical and non-statistical techniques. The 

most common method to collect data is by using a questionnaire with in advance 

formulated alternatives to answer, in order to collect the necessary data to achieve the 

main purpose of the study. The researcher collected data through a questionnaire as a 

primary data which was distributed to Jordan maritime industry. The descriptive research 

is basically to describe characteristics of a population or a phenomenon. In addition, 

descriptive studies involve collecting data in order to test hypotheses and answer 

questions concerning the current status of the subject(s). Typical descriptive studies are 

concerned with the assessment of attitudes, opinions, demographic information, 

conditions, and procedures. Through the information used in this study with respect to 

analytical and descriptive methodology, the data will be introduced and analyzed in order 

to acquire indicators which will be evaluated and interpreted in accordance with this type 
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of studies. Therefore the researcher chose the analytical descriptive method using an 

applied manner. 

3.3 Study Population and Sample 

The population of the study consists of all maritime transport organizations working in 

Jordan which are estimated to be (150) one hundred fifty organizations. The sample, 

however, will consist of (Top manager, assistant manager, section manager and line 

manager) of each organization, (150) questionnaires were distributed as a sample of the 

study, only (112) questionnaires return, this mean that approximately (75 %) from total 

distributed questionnaires were processed for analysis.  

3.4 Study Tools and Data Collection    

This study aims to identifying the critical factors (Cost, Quality, Time and Information 

Technology (IT)) and measuring the effect of all these factors on strategic competitive 

advantage in the maritime transport sector in Jordan. 

The current study consists of four independent and one dependant variables. Whereas, in 

the practical side the researcher depend on descriptive and analytical methods using the 

practical manner to collect, analyze data and test hypotheses. Data collection, manners of 

analysis and programs used in the current study are based on questionnaire that was 

designed to reflect the study objectives and questions. Data for the model collected via 

questionnaire, were in the form of a questionnaire consisting of (50) questions. After 

conducting a thorough review of the literature frame related with maritime transport 

organizations, quality, cost, time, IT and strategic competitive advantage, the researcher 
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formulated the questionnaire instrument for this study depending on characteristics of the 

maritime transport sector in Jordan.  

The questionnaire instrument sections are as follows: 

Demographic Variables: The demographic information was collected with closed-ended 

questions, through (8) items. 

Cause and Effect constructs: This section measured the cause and effect characteristics 

and dimensions of two main constructs: 

Organization Critical Factors: measured by four factors with (41) items distributed as 

follows Quality measured by (10) items, cost measured by (10) items, time measured by 

(10) items and finally IT measured by (11) items. 

Strategic competitive advantage: measured by (9) items. 

In addition, 5-point Likert scales, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree)  

 

  

Strongly 

Agree 

Agree Neutral Disagree 

  

Strongly  

Disagree 

5 4 3 2 1 
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3.5 Statistical Treatment    

Data collected from the responses of the study questionnaires was for the analysis and 

conclusions of the study. The researcher used the Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences SPSS. Finally, the researcher used the suitable Statistical methods that consist 

of: 

� Cronbach’s Alpha (α) to test Reliability. 

� Percentage and Frequency. 

� Arithmetic Mean and Standard Deviation to answer the study questions. 

� Multiple Regression and variance inflection factor between study variables. 

� Multiple Regression analysis to test the four hypotheses , with (F) test statistic 

from ANOVA Table and t test statistic to inference the significance to both estimated 

regression and its coefficient which mean  the effect of Organization Critical Factors 

(OCF) on Strategic Competitive Advantage (SCA). 

 

� Relative importance, that assigning due to: 

     Upper limit of response – Lower limit of response 

Level of Importance = 

           Number of Levels 

Three levels identified, High, Mid and Low. Table (3-1) illustrates the range of important 

level scale 

Table (3.1) 

Range of Level of Importance Scale 

Mean Range level 

Less than or equal 2.33 Low 

More than 2.33 to 3.66 Mid 

More than 3.66 High 
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3.6 Reliability and Validity 

A) Validation 

To test the questionnaire for clarity and to provide a coherent research questionnaire, a 

macro review covering all the research constructs was accurately performed by academic 

reviewers-from Jordanian universities - specialized in Business management, Total 

Quality Management; Production and Operation Management, and Statistical science. 

Some items were added based on their valuable recommendations. Some others was 

reformulated to become more accurate which is expected therefore to enhance the 

research instrument. The academic reviewers were seven in total. (see appendix “1”). 

B) Study Tool Reliability 

The reliability analysis applied the level of Cronbach's Alpha (α) as the criteria of internal 

consistency, which were at a minimum acceptable level (Alpha ≥ 0.60) suggested by 

(Sekaran, 2003). The coefficients were calculated after removing some items from each 

construct as shown in Table (3 - 2). 

Table (3.2) 

Cronbach's Alpha (α) Coefficients for Main Constructs and dimensions 

No. Dimension 
Number Of 

Items 
Coefficient 

1 Quality 10 .681 

2 Cost 10 .777 

3 Time 10 .704 

4 I.T 11 .780 

Organization Critical Factors 41 .886 

Strategic Competitive  Advantage  9 .791 

All  ITEMS 50 0.906 
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The Cronbach's Alpha coefficient of main variables “Organization Critical Factors” 

including (41) items as a scale to it was (88.6 %), while for Strategic Competitive 

Advantage including (9) items was (79.1%). 

Quality, Cost, Time, I.T had a (68.1%), (77.7%), (70.4%) and (78.0%) respectively. 

Finally the overall Cranach's alpha coefficient was equal to (90.6 %). These results are 

within an acceptable level suggested by (Sekaran, 2003).  
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Chapter Four 

Analysis Results & Hypotheses Test 
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4.1 Introduction 

According to the research purpose and research framework presented in previous chapter, 

this chapter describes the results of the distribution of responses for each demographic 

variable , statistical analysis of the data collection for research question and research 

hypothesis. 

The data analysis included a description of the means and standard deviations, ranking 

and level of importance for study questions, multiple regression analysis to test the four 

hypotheses. Finally, the testing of independent variables on dependent variable when they 

are in the same model.  

4.2 Study Questions’ Answers 

  A. Demographic Variables of Sample 

 Eight demographic variables were included in this study (gender, age, 

educational level, job title, total work experience (years), company's industry categories, 

Company current employee number and Company's OWNERSHIP. The results in Table 

(4 – 1) shows the distribution of sample individuals according to demographic variables: 
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Table (4.1) 

Distribution of the Sample according to demographic variables (N = 112) 

No. Variable Class Frequency Percentage 

Male 101 90.2 
1 Gender 

Female 11 9.8 

20 - 25 years 7 6.3 

26 - 30 years 19 17.0 

31 - 35 years 24 21.4 

36 - 40 years 27 24.1 
2 Age 

41 years and More  35 31.3 

Secondary School or 

less 
2 1.8 

College  Diploma  7 6.3 

BS.C 68 60.7 

Master 28 25.0 

3 Educational Level 

PhD 7 6.3 

General Manager 22 19.6 

Assistant General 

Manager 
20 17.9 

Head Officer 24 21.4 

Head Department 26 23.2 

4 Job Title 

Other  20 17.9 

1 - 5 years 15 13.4 

1 - 10 years 33 29.5 

11 - 15 years 29 25.9 
5 

Total Work Experience 

(years) 

More than 15 years 35 31.3 

Operation 32 28.6 

Owner 13 11.6 

Agency 30 26.8 

Broker 12 10.7 

Logistics 23 20.5 

6 

Company's INDUSTRY 

Categories 

 

Other 2 1.8 

1 – 10 employees 49 43.8 

11 – 30  employees 52 46.4 
7 

Company current 

employees number From 31 employee and 

More  
11 9.8 

Public 18 16.1 

Public Limited 73 65.2 8 
Company's 

OWNERSHIP 
Other 21 18.7 

 

 

Results in Table (4.1) indicate to the following outputs: 
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Gender:  

• The highest percentage was of sample was "Males" (90.2%) while (9.8%) was 

"Females". 

Age: 

• The highest number of respondents was (35) or (31.3%) were in the age group           

41 years or More”, while the lowest was (7 %) in the age group 20 - 25 years “old. 

Educational Level: 

• The highest percentage (60.7%) of respondents hold a “BS.C”, while (1.8 %) hold a 

“Secondary School Certificate or less” from the total number respondents. 

Job Title:  

• The largest percentage was (23.2%) of respondents those working “Head Department” 

while the lowest percentage (17.9 %) was to respondents whose working “Assistant 

General Manager”. 

Total Work Experience (years) 

•  (31.3 %) of respondents fell in the experience bracket in “More than 15 years” while 

(13.4 %) fell in the one “1 - 5 years”.  

Company's INDUSTRY Categories 

• The largest percentage was (26.8%) for respondents working in “Agency” category 

while the lowest percentage (10.7 %) was those working in “Broker” category. 

Company currently employee number 

•  (52) Companies have “From 11 to 30” employees with percentage (64.4%) while the 

lowest percentage (9.8 %) was to companies which have “31 and more employees”.  

Company's OWNERSHIP 

•  (73) respondents (65.2%) answered that they works in  “ Public Limited”, while (18) 

individuals responded that they works in  “Public” 
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B. Descriptive Variables 

This section illustrates the descriptive statistics for main dimensions and their construct 

as Mean and standard deviation, also the same measures of the item which follow each of 

them and the rank beside the level of importance.  

First: Organization Critical Factors 

A main dimension organization critical factor (OCF) was measured by (4) factors with 

(41) items as follows: 

1. Quality  :  

Factor quality was measured by (10) items. The descriptive statistics of “Quality” items 

are shown in Table (4.2).  

Table (4.2): Descriptive statistics of Quality 

Item Statement Mean S.D Rank 
Level of 

Importance 

1 
The organization satisfying the customer is one of 

the most important factors that affect the service 

quality of service provided to customers 

4.5268 .65705 5 High 

2 
The organization meeting the diverse needs of 

customers is vital for customer loyalty. 
4.5714 .56496 4 High 

3 
The organization exact dealing with the logistics 

activities in the logistics center or warehouses 

mean high quality of services provided. 

4.4107 .69170 8 High 

4 
Highly accurate implementation of the cargo 

leads to high value for the customers. 
4.6607 .52938 2 High 

5 
All joint activities that make the functions work 

well in need of qualified human resources. 
4.5714 .59600 4 High  

6 
The organization providing employees having the 

knowledge and skill will make the transport and 

supply operation safe. 

4.5982 .56088 3 High  

7 
Providing the adequate physical facilities plays an 

important role in the complex market to gain 

access to the market requirements 

4.3571 .70847 9 High 
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8 
Credibility in the contracts implementation helps 

to increase the quality of service provided. 
4.6964 .53422 1 High 

9 
The organization's commitment to safety 

standards means a few risks to the goods and the 

organization. 

4.4911 .62954 7 High 

10 
The outstanding performance in the 

implementation of contracts helps to increase the 

competitive advantage of the organization. 

4.5179 .55316 6 High 

Grand Mean & Standard Deviation of  

Quality 
4.5402 .30799  High  

 

From  Table (4.2)  the "Quality" had "High" level importance with a  mean of (4.5402) 

and standard deviation of (.30799), all its items had a "High" level of importance, the 

highest mean of its items was (4.6964) with standard deviation (.53422) to " Credibility 

in the contracts implementation helps to increase the quality of service provided. "it was 

in the first rank when compared with others items , the smallest mean (4.3571) belong to 

statement" Providing the adequate physical facilities plays an important role in the 

complex market to gain access to the market requirements " with standard deviation of 

(.70847) and in the ( 9th ) rank.  

2. Cost  

Factor quality was measured by (10) items .The descriptive statistics of “Cost” items is 

shown in Table (4-3).  
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Table (4.3): Descriptive statistics of Cost 

Item Statement Mean S.D Rank 

Level of 

Importance 

11 
Buyer prefers to pay for the service costs and direct labor 

and direct service-related 
4.1607 .80038 7 High 

12 

Choosing the best shipping companies is done through 

comparing the low operating costs related to shipments 

among  the competitors 

4.1250 .90170 9 High 

13 
Work to reduce freight helps to create a competitive 

advantage and choose the shipping companies 
4.3304 .73996 3 High 

14 
Working to reduce operating costs helps to attract 

customers to buy the company's services. 
4.1696 .86876 6 High 

15 
An increase in unjustified expenses and fees negatively 

affect the Organization's services selection. 
4.3393 .72972 2 High  

16 

The customer is not in favor of paying additional wages, 

especially if he thinks that these wages are for additional 

services he does not used. 

4.4107 .60855 1 High  

17 

Comparing prices between competitors is often influenced 

by the consumer in the evaluating and selecting of the 

appropriate company for services. 

4.2589 .76812 5 High 

18 

Although the price is considered as one of the most 

important factors in the decision to buy the service but it is 

now no longer the only important factor in the decision to 

purchase the service 

4.3036 .81472 4 High 

19 
Reducing the cost of insurance by working to provide the 

necessities helps to create a competitive advantage. 
3.9911 .95385 10 High 

20 
Reduce the cost handling (loading and unloading) helps to 

create a competitive advantage. 4.1518 .74989 8 High 

Grand Mean & Standard Deviation of  Cost 4.2241 .46056  High 
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3. Time 

Factor time was measured by (10) items. The descriptive statistics of "Time" items in 

Table (4-4).  

Table (4.4): Descriptive statistics of Time 

Item Statement Mean S.D Rank 

Level of 

Importance 

21 

The organization works to reduce the time period for the 

delivery of the goods which can be achieved by reducing 

the time of the logistics process. 

4.3304 .76392 6 High 

22 

The organization works to reduce the period of time in 

providing service and that is by eliminating activities that 

do not lead to added value. 

4.1964 .66900 8 High 

23 

Reducing the time is achieved through a greater 

understanding of the activities of the logistics group 

activities. 

4.3929 .63469 4 High 

24 
Service responding should have a standard to show the 

availability of the Service at any time. 
4.3036 .64150 7 High 

25 

The lack of service for short periods of time for 

maintenance or any other activities does not affect the 

service delivery on time. 

3.8750 1.0749 9 High  

26 

Organization providing a system in response to effective 

service helps reduce the time required to provide the 

service. 

4.3750 .61695 5 High  

27 
Reducing the shipping line for the time period between 

flights helps to increase the competitive advantage. 
4.5000 .64375 2 High 

28 
Reducing the amount of time to deliver the cargo helps to 

increase the competitive advantage of the line navigation. 
4.4911 .60023 3 High 

29 

The competition of organizations in providing services on 

the basis of time is one of the important factors leading to 

the growth of the time sensitivity in providing them. 

4.4911 .56942 3 High 

30 
The shipping and delivering of the goods by the 

organization helps to increase the competitive advantage. 
4.6696 .50917 1 High 

Grand Mean & Standard Deviation of  Time 4.3625 .35946  High 
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From Table (4-4) the "Time" had "High" level importance with  mean (4.3625) and standard 

deviation (.35946), all its items had a "High" level of importance , the highest mean of its 

items was (4.6696) with standard deviation (.50917) to " The shipping and delivering of 

the goods by the organization helps to increase the competitive advantage." this made it 

take the first rank when compared with others items , the smallest mean (3.8750) belong 

to the statement " The lack of service for short periods of time for maintenance or any 

other activities does not affect the service delivery on time." with standard 

deviation(1.0749) which was highest when comparing it with other "Time" items 

standard divisions and in the ( 9
th

 ) rank. 

4. Information Technology (IT)   

Factor IT was measured by (11) items. The descriptive statistics of "IT" items in         

Table (4.5) .  

Table (4.5): Descriptive statistics of IT 

Item 
Statement Mean S.D Rank 

Level of 

Importance 

31 

Providing advanced technological communication 

channels by the organization provides more convenient 

service to the customers. 
4.6250 .53902 1 High 

32 

Every element of the widely spread logistics services 

makes use of the available services through the use of 

modern communication technology. 

4.4911 .55338 6 High 

33 
Providing service electronic system demands by the 

organization enables the customer to got their needs fast. 
4.5536 .62730 2 High 

34 

Providing a system of supplying services able to perform 

its tasks under unusual circumstances by the 

organization leads to the customer reliability. 

4.4196 .67967 9 High 

35 

Using integrated logistic information systems, such as 

information technology (IT) and others, helps to speed 

decision - making. 

4.4643 .56836 8 High  

36 The use of an integrated information system by the 

organization helps to increase the competitive advantage 

4.3125 .77146 11 High  
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over those who do not use the system in the maritime 

transport sector. 

37 

Providing clients with accurate information on the goods 

through electronic communication by the organization 

helps to increase customer satisfaction. 

4.5089 .67110 3 High 

38 
The information system of the organization helps the 

sales staff to know customers better. 
4.4821 .62934 7 High 

39 
The use of computerized information systems reduces 

the chances of human errors. 
4.3393 .72972 10 High 

40 
The information system of the organization helps the 

sales staff in providing high quality services. 
4.5000 .61512 4 High 

41 
The use of computerized operating systems by the 

organization helps to speed services delivery. 
4.4911 .56942 5 High 

Grand Mean & Standard Deviation of  I.T 4.4716 .35546  High 

 

From Table (4-5) the "IT" had "High" level importance with a mean (4.4911) and 

standard deviation (.35546), all its items had a "High" level of importance , the highest 

mean of its items was (4.6250) with standard deviation (.53902) to " Providing advanced 

technological communication channels by the organization provides more convenient 

service to the customers." this made it in the first rank when compared with others items , 

the smallest mean (4.3125) belong to statement " The use of an integrated information 

system by the organization helps to increase the competitive advantage over those who 

do not use the system in the maritime transport sector." with standard deviation(.77146) 

and in the ( 11
th

 ) rank. 
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The following Table (4-6) summarizes the construct descriptive results.  

 

Table (4.6): Descriptive statistics of OCF and its characteristics 

Characteristics Mean 
Standard 

Deviation 
Rank 

Level of 

Importance 

Quality 4.5402 .30799 1 High  

I.T 4.4716 .35546 2 High 

Time 4.3625 .35946 3 High 

Cost 4.2241 .46056 4 High 

Grand Mean & Standard Deviation of 

Organization Critical Factor 
4.4014 .29029  High 

 

The results  illustrate that the variable "Organization Critical Factors" had  a "High" level 

of importance with a mean of (4.4014) and standard deviation .29029), therefore the 

ranking of OCF characteristics will be as follows ; Quality , IT , Time , Cost. 

Second: Strategic Competitive Advantage 

A main dimension Strategic Competitive Advantage (SCA) was measured through (9) 

items. The descriptive statistics of "SCA" items in are shown Table (4-7) 

Table (4.7): Descriptive statistics of SCA  

Item 
Statement Mean S.D Rank 

Level of 

Importance 

42 
The work of the organization to be unique in its services 

makes it preferable to customers. 
4.5179 .56921 2 High 

43 
Work of the organization that is unique in its services 

makes it preferred by customers 
4.4643 .68351 5 High 

44 
The organization works to provide the same services that 

its competitors have, but at a lower cost. 
4.2768 .76181 7 High 

45 The organization works to provide financial resources to 4.2589 .74429 8 High 
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fund more projects. 

46 

The organization works to provide the appropriate 

technological resources such as systems of communication 

and information systems. 

4.5179 .56921 2 High  

47 
The organization works to stand out among its competitors 

through the provision of services at any time. 
4.5625 .54988 1 High  

48 
The organization works to provide services in less time 

than its competitors. 
4.4375 .62646 6 High 

49 
The existence of an effective senior management helps to 

create a competitive advantage for the organization. 
4.5089 .60023 3 High 

50 
The organization performance in the execution of contracts 

helps to increase its competitive advantage. 
4.4821 .68421 4 High 

Grand Mean & Standard Deviation of  SCA 4.4474 .39614  High 

 

Table (4-7) show the "SCA" had a "High" level importance with a mean of (4.4474) and 

standard deviation (.39614), all its items had a "High" level of importance, the highest 

mean of its items was (4.5625) with a standard deviation (.54988) to "The organization 

works to stand out among its competitors through the provision of services at any time". 

This was ranked first when compared with others items, the lowest mean (4.2589) 

belongs to statement "The organization works to provide financial resources to fund more 

projects" with standard a deviation of (.74429) and was ranked eighth. 
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4.3 Result of Study Hypotheses Testing 

 

Study Hypotheses 

The researcher in this part studied and tested the main hypotheses using Statistical 

Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). Through Multiple Regression analysis, F – test for 

estimated equations  significance , t – test for effect significance of independent variable 

(ID) on dependent variable ( DV ) and coefficient of determination (R
2
 ) to know how the 

ID  explain the variation in DV. 

Multiple Regressions was used to test if there is a significant impact of four 

Organizational Critical Factors on Strategic Competitive Advantage (SCA). See Table   

(4-8) for the results. 

Table (4.8): Multiple Regressions - Effect of Organizational Critical Factors on Strategic 

Competitive Advantage 

Regression Coefficient 

DV R
2
 F D.F Sig

*
 

ID β SE t 

Sig
*
 

Constant .671 .447 1.501 .136 

Quality .011 .108 .105 .917 

Cost -.038 .071 -.536 .593 

Time .219 .099 2.220 .029 

SCA .494 26.118 (4,107) .000 

IT .656 .103 6.393 .000 

*significant if sig ≤ 0.05 

Multiple regression is good fit to the relationship between Organizational Critical Factors 

and Strategic Competitive Advantage  , the regression equation is significant since F test 

( 26.118) with ( sig =0.000) less than 0.05 , ( 49.4% ) of the differences in SCA values  
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interpret  the four Organizational Critical Factors , found that only IT and Time factors 

have a  significant impact according to t-test for each of them, the variance influence 

factor as a measure to test multicollinearity between four Organizational Critical Factors 

equals  ( 1.792) which is less than 5 as an indicator that no higher correlation between the 

Organizational Critical Factors. 

Our conclusion here there is significant impact of OCF (IT and Time Factors 

only) on the SCA; therefore we can test each of the main research hypotheses.  

First Hypotheses  

H01:"There is no statistically significant impact of Cost in the maritime transport sector in 

Jordan on strategic competitive advantage at (α = 0.05)." 

     Multiple regression uses to test this hypotheses, results in Table (4 – 8).  

We observed that there is no significant impact of Cost factor on SCA, and regression 

equation is not significant since t test (.105). Therefore there is no significant impact of 

Cost on SCA.  

All these evidences imply to accept the first hypotheses H01, so: 

There is no statistically significant impact of Cost in the maritime transport sector in 

Jordan on strategic competitive advantage at (α = 0.05)." 

Second Hypotheses  

H02:"There is no statistically significant impact of Quality in the maritime transport 

sector in Jordan on strategic competitive advantage (α = 0.05)".      
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   Multiple Regressions was used to test this hypotheses, results are shown in Table (4–8). 

We observed that there is no significant impact of Cost factor on SCA, and regression 

equation is not significant since t-test (-.536). Therefore there is no significant impact of 

Cost on SCA.  

All these evidences imply to accept the second hypotheses H02, so: 

"There is no statistically significant impact of Quality in the maritime transport sector in 

Jordan on strategic competitive advantage at (α = 0.05)." 

Third Hypotheses  

H03:"There is no statistically significant impact of Time in the maritime transport sector 

in Jordan on strategic competitive advantage at (α = 0.05)." 

Multiple Regression was used to test this hypotheses, results are shown in Table (4 –8). 

Multiple regression is good fit to the relationship between time factor and SCA , the 

regression equation is significant since F test ( 26.118) with ( sig < 0.000) , Time factor 

explains (21.9 %) of the differences in SAC values ,and  increasing one value in it will 

increase SCA value by (.029) , this  is  a  significant impact according to t-test (2.220). 

All these evidences seem to reject the second hypotheses H03, so: 

"There is a statistically significant impact of Time in the maritime transport sector in 

Jordan on strategic competitive advantage at (α = 0.05)."  
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Fourth Hypotheses  

H04: "There is a statistically significant impact of Information Technology (IT) in the 

maritime transport sector in Jordan on strategic competitive advantage at (α = 0.05)." 

Multiple regressions was used to test this hypotheses, results are shown in Table (4 – 8). 

Multiple regression is good fit to the relationship between IT factor and SCA , the 

regression equation is significant since F test ( 26.118) with ( sig < 0.000) , IT factor 

explains (65.6 %) of the differences in SAC values ,and  increasing one value in it will 

increase SCA value by (.000) , this  is  a  significant impact according to t-test (6.393). 

"All these evidences imply to Reject the second hypotheses H04, so : 

"There is a statistically significant impact of Information Technology in the maritime 

transport sector in Jordan on strategic competitive advantage at (α = 0.05)." 

In rejection of the third and fourth hypotheses, this means that there is a significant 

impact on each of Organizational Critical Factors (IT and Time) on Strategic Competitive 

Advantage, organizational critical factors (IT and Time) has a good explanation on the 

differences in SCA values.  

Multiple regression is a good fit for the relation between only two factors of 

Organizational Critical ( IT and Time ) on Strategic Competitive Advantage , since ( F = 

26.118) with its  sig =.000 less than .05,  because these two strong  impacts in the data of 

this study , the IT and Time removed Cost and Quality from multiple regression model , 

and it does not mean that the removing variables have no impact, but focus only on 

independent variables which make a better explanation when they enter in model and 

have a significant impact. 
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5.1 Results 

The current study posed a set of questions, placing the hypotheses and their relation to the 

impact within the study variables. The study arrived at many results that contributed to 

solve the study problem described in chapters (1-2), answering the questions and 

hypotheses of the study. The main results were: 

1. There was a statistically significant impact of Information Technology (IT) on strategic 

competitive advantage in the maritime transport sector in Jordan at (α ≤ 0.05). 

2. There was a statistically significant impact of Time on strategic competitive advantage 

in the maritime transport sector in Jordan at (α ≤ 0.05). 

5.2 Conclusions and Discussions 

On the basis of the study results, the researcher concludes the following: 

 The IT, and Time occupy a significant attention level in maritime transport 

sector companies in Jordan. And that supports (Kannan, et, al., 2011) who found that IT 

and communication has a positive effect on an organization’s strategic competitive 

advantage. 

 The "Time" had "High "level importance with a mean of (4.3625) and a 

standard deviation of (.35946), all its items had a "High" level of importance , the highest 

mean of all its items was (4.6696) with a standard deviation (.50917) to " The shipping 

and delivering of the goods by the organization helps to increase the competitive 

advantage." 
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  The (IT) had a "High "level importance with a mean of (4.4911) and a 

standard deviation (.35546), all its items were "High" level of importance ,and the highest 

mean of its items was (4.6250) with standard deviation (.53902) to " Providing advanced 

technological  communication channels by the organization provides more convenient 

service to the customers.  

 The maritime sector organizations in Jordan select critical factors and they 

assign different weights to each of them in achieving strategic competitive advantage. 

“IT” is the first ranked criterion and “Time” is the second ranked one. These are the only 

two factors that are adjudged by Jordan maritime sector organizations. Giving utmost 

importance to rate reflects high level of competitiveness.  

 Under IT factor it was found that, providing advanced technological 

communication channels by the organization offers more convenient service to the 

customers." this was ranked when compared with others criteria. And, under TIME, it 

was found that the shipping and delivering of the goods by the organization helps to 

increase the competitive advantage. This made it in the first rank when compared with 

others criteria.  

 Later, say after 2-3 years, another study may also be conducted to find out the 

importance of these factors and whether they will change and new criteria emerge during 

this period. In the maritime transportation sector, there are other forms of shipments like 

break bulk, tankers, etc. Researchers may try to replicate this study to find out the 

selection criteria of these modes and their relative importance as perceived by the users of 

these services. 
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 Identifying selection criteria and their importance of other modes like road, rail 

and air transport, need to be studied in the future. It is worthwhile to note that all these 

studies have already been attempted in various economies, but not yet in Jordan.  

Hence, the  present  paper  is  thought  to  be  a  light  post  to  various  new  areas  of 

maritime transportation research in Jordan.   

 5.3 Recommendations  

On the basis of study results and conclusions, the researcher suggests the following 

recommendations to meet the study objectives. 

1.  The Organization in maritime transport sector needs to clarify the factors that got a high 

impact level on its strategic competitive advantage.   

2. The organization needs to work hard to stand out among its competitors through the 

provision of services at any time 

3. The organization should know that, providing advanced technological communication 

channels by the organization provides more convenient service to the customers. 

4.  Providing an integrated information system by the organization helps to increase its 

competitive advantage over those who do not use the system in the maritime transport 

sector. 

5. Organization should be aware that minimizing the period for shipping and delivering 

goods, helps to increase its competitive advantage. 

6. To reduce the time period for the delivery of the goods can be achieved by reducing the 

time of the logistics process. 
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Appendices  

 

Appendix 1 

 

 

The Academic Reviewers from Jordanian Universities 

 

No. Reviewer  University 

�ا���ل ا����7.ا .1�  �7J& د  LMق ا0و�Oا� A�&�D 

; <,�P.د .2$D Qرا�  A ا�A�&�R ا0رد(
&�وان ا��*,ر.د .3  A��STا��$��ء ا� A�&�D 

�Wه� ا����V.د .4 A�&�DA  �7ن ا���-   

ا(,ر ا��Yام.د .5  A A�&�D  �7ن ا���-

رو0 ا��6&!.د .6  A A�&�D  �7ن ا���-

ا+7� ا�*��.د .7  A A�&�D  �7ن ا���-
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Appendix 2  

 

Research Questionnaire  

 

 

 

Organizational Critical Factors and Their Effect in Achieving 

Strategic Competitive Advantage 
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 0<�,�� �	���� �	���  

---���� ���) ����  

      ���"�� ������ T����� ����� ���� "                  ���2��ا�2� ا������2 ا�����2 و����ه2 ��2 �����2 ���2ة ���

2 �(�) ��"�� �����0 �% �@���  , ا	��ا������� ��"���� ����� " 

           )��@� $�,�� ����# �� ����#���� �#�� 2�� ��6��� �#
 ��–      $M���� �#� ��� -���� 

0����� ��"�� ��#� %� ������� ��"��@� *�+�,�� ����R� �� ������� W7	 4�	.  

  

               $M����� �����M�@� �+���� ��� A�� �� %"��� �"�� �������� �+����R� ���)�� �+����� T��!"�

 ����� ���� (X)X������� �+������� .  

 ��� ������ ���9� ������ �+�������� �"����@� �3"���� %��� *�������� ��� �+� �+>�� ����� ���

)�� %����� ���� �#�.  

���#@� ����� �+"���� ��� �+� T��+�,.  

��"��@�� �����@� $��� ����� ����.��  

  

     �����  /��� ����� 8�� 2���  
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  Research Questionnaire  

   

   Questionnaire 2012  

             

�ا�� ا������ ا����� و����ه �� ����� ���ة ������ ا	��ا�����  � 

   �3 2012ا	� 
            

�ت ���:ا
	�� ا�ول  ���          

  & ZF) ���
�درة  $� �� Aآ�Oن ا�,�� �&��  AYة ����*& �D,� ;
  ، أو -F,ا\� �F,ق �3$ )&Yة ا�Y)AF$�Tا�� ا�7���*! و��! -AF$�T أ

   A*���T7ت ا��RT�7ا� )Y��7Tة ا�Y&  .(��*F�� A�O$� Aآ�O)_ Aء 
A7 أ $� �Y-�\��� وار-�+�  ��*���Tة ا�Y   .وه�Bا، ��7! ا�7

            

  ���� :  A&<  `aو �D��) √  (ة ا��Fأ&�م ا���- `�T�� �T�        

            

�ا���: أوً�   ��� !
        :ا
%$�#" ا
 
 -1 Z�R2-    ذآ� 1- : ا� �d)أ     

            

 -2A���d1- :ا� A&�  A�,)�e    -2 د-$,م     

            

� 4-    -���,ر�,س 3-   T*D�&     

            

         دآT,را/ 5-   

            

 -3�FW,ا� Yم 1- :ا��7آ�  ������  �م 2-    && � �*&     

            


*� 4-    ر\Z دا\�ة 3-    Z     ر\

            

   -5  Z         ) أ�Gى( ر\

            

     M:  !&1 - 5       !&6 -10�,ات ا���hة 4- 

            

    !&11 -15      !& �d15أآ     

            

     30- 26&!     25- 20&! :ا��5�7- 

            

     !&31-35      !&36 -40     

             

     !&41�dآq� A�M          
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�آ�: '�&��  )
�ت ��� �* ا���        

            

A ��7! أن �u��V tآ�T�؟إ�� أي &! ا1- ��Tت ا�� �S��        

         �� &�-` وا+�) √(ا���Dء وa` إ�Vرة   

            

   -1 
;"O�)Operation( 

   -2 
 )Owners(&>ك 

   
 

            

Agency(    -4  L(وآ�0ت  3-   Mو)Broker(     

            

   -5  L\�Mو)Logistics(    -6  ى�Gا)���JTء ا��Dا�� (     

            

�د ا���&$! �� ا��OآA �� ا�,
v ا��اه!2-           

            

 -3 Aآ�O�7 ��� ا�T�� �Tا� A
�Sع ا��$7 :         

         �� &�-` وا+�) √(ا���Dء وa` إ�Vرة   

            

   -1 A&�  A7ودة&*�ه7 2-    &*�ه�J& A    
 

            

�(ا�Gى  3-   ��JTء ا��Dا�� (         
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	�� ا +&�,
*  ار-�� �,� : ا �/�0��1�2
   ��ا� ا
��0�� ا
  
 

�ام ا��7�س ا��M�7h �� اFMx; إ�� أي &�ى ا���� ���D ا_�VرةhTM�- 3وذ� ، tu� A��Tرات ا����0��
 �1�2
�Y��  �� ا
��ا� ا&A*���Tا�  
AR  .ا�TM0ا�

  
 .  $� ا��
� ا�7��QM �� ا��7�س ا��7�م )√( ���D وa` إ�Vرة

 

 

5  
Strongly agree  

�ا�4 -(!ة 

4  
Agree  
4��ا 

3  
Neutral   

! �2 

2  
Disagree  

4��ا ��� 

1  
Strongly disagree  

�ا�4 -(!ة ��� 

 

� ا�ول1-  ��
  ( Quality ) ا
�6دة: ا

   
*�7�89��
�، أو ا
�90? و�ا/<�ت &���� ��=  $0> ;�آ�: ا!%
	�ر&� و 	��ن -��� ا *����0��
 +�* . ا
��ق  �!	�
ا
�6دة ا
��D-	� وا

E�89��
* ا �8
�FG *7�  �آ�)
�I�2/ �&J، -(�7 إ
��8 ;90? ا
9+  $� ا
�90? ا
!ر1� .ا +0�  	&� K��
�ن،  �9  أن  �7* اL-  9$�ديGو-(�7 ا
�+ ا
��ق �NO =
�KG إ * .و-����، و 

  
�ة	>
  ا

5  
Strongly 

agree  
�ا�4 -(!ة 

4  
Agree  
4��ا 

3  
Neutral   

! �2 

2  
Disagree  
4��ا ��� 

1  
Strongly 
disagree  

�ا�4 -(!ة ��� 

 �ey� �Tا��,ا&; ا� �أه !& ;7�$� A7z�7ء ا��aإر
�&A ا��7�&A �$�7>ء $� hدة ا�,D. 

     

  ��T��  A ,�T7ت ا��7>ء ا��D�J� A7z�7ا� A�$�
 .أ&�ا +,�� �$uJ,ل  $� و0ء ا��7>ء

          


} &` ا(ASO ا���; وا_&�اد �� ����&; ا�7�A7z ا�
 Aا��7آY ا�$,�T*D أو ا�T*7,د �ت ���� D,دة  ��

A&��&�ت ا��7hا� �$  . 

          

�JOا� BF��  �$  ل,uJ$� ديy� A��  A
��ت -
�ى اا��7>ء� A��  A7
. 

          

 ;7�� t\�W,ا� ;�R� �Tا� Aآ�TO7ا� ASO)xا `7D
 A$هy& A��O- إ�� &,ارد AD�J- �D ;�O-. 

          

 A���7��- ن,�T7T� !�Bا� !FW,7$� A7z�7ا� ��,�
$7�ت ا���; وا_&�اد ا&�Aة وا�7��ر  ;�RM. 

          

�,�ا�} ا��7د�A ا����Q�$� A دورًا ه�&ً� �� ا���7
 .ا�*,ق ا���7�ة �$,<,ل إ�� &ST$��ت ا�*,ق

          

B ا���,د �*� �  $� ز��دة F�� �� A
�اu7ان ا�
A&��&A ا��7hدة ا�,D. 
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�ة	>
  ا

5  
Strongly 

agree  
�ا�4 -(!ة 

4  
Agree  
4��ا 

3  
Neutral   

! �2 

2  
Disagree  
4��ا ��� 

1  
Strongly 
disagree  

�ا�4 -(!ة ��� 

 A$$
 �}�h& ���� A&<*ا� ����7- A7z�7ام ا�YTان ا�
A7z�7وا� A �6ا�� �$ . 

          

B ا���,د �*� �  $� ز��دة F�� �� Y7T7داء ا�xان وا
A7z�7$� A*���Tة ا�Y .ا�7

          

 

  -2 ���
   ( Cost )�7<�ا
:  ا
,�&+ا

  
 �ً�FS�2�79
�U ه+ ا :
�آ� 
�9S%!ام ا9G$�د ً�،  ا)
9�;�8 اWى ا�Nء أ��Wات وأ!��
�ت، ا
���ل، وا
��690ت، وا!%

0<	�ت ا
��ازم وا � !	0

	��� ا

�� !F
�/� ا>
�79
�U ;�0+ ;�7<� ا
�ت -��� أرN". ا!%
�آ� ;��ض ا
��K وا)
8��  7* ا
��6ل، ا;<4 ان ;	��� ا
�79<� ��دة  ��6 ا. ،�' *  و
�79
�U ا\1��
�� ��= ا
����9�1ت -: �دة ا
	��� وا
<�ا#! 
����ء �7* أن 
* ا ���	9
 .  [دي ا

� ا
��	�ل��
� ا���; : ^�� * ����
�- �'L9; � �ًF
�� *����09�
�ت، و	�ر&� ا���Sر -�* ا!%
��ق ;�7<� ا ��2-��
� �G�� أ��= ��
��دة،  (�� ا
�آ�)
� �9= . ;	��� ا��9Nر ا��
�اروآ�ن ا	
9`�� ا�ه� �+ ا;%�ذ ا�
�  (�7 ا��
�اء؛ أ� اaن 
�  �! ا)
�ار اG =�� ا��'�; ��ة ا�آ,�Nا�و&� ا�. 

  
�ة	>
  ا

5  
Strongly 

agree  
�ا�4 -(!ة 

4  
Agree  
4��ا 

3  
Neutral   

! �2 

2  
Disagree  
4��ا ��� 

1  
Strongly 
disagree  

�ا�4 -(!ة ��� 

�&6F� A; د�` h$� ي�TO7ة ا��V��7ر ا�,Dxوا t$ا��
�&�V��& Aة h��- A$uT7وا�. 

     

�ى & A)ل &��ر<G !& !JOآ�ت ا��V ;6ر ا��TGا �T�
 !; ذات ا�JO��- A$u��ت -"OTا� tا(�Fhض ����

! .ا�7���*

          

Yة & {$G �$  � �*� !JOر ا�,Dا ;ا��7;  $� ��$
!JOآ�ت ا��V ر�TGو ا A*����. 

          

�  $� BDب ا��7;  $�  �*� ;"OTا� t���� EFh�
Aآ�Oت ا��&�G اء�O� !\�-Yا�. 

          

 �ey� /ر��& �A وا��M,م ا�"��a0ا tر��u7ز��دة ا�
A7z�7ت ا��&�G ر�TGا �$  ��$M. 

          

A وA>�G اذا &� آ�ن ��a0ر ا,Dxد�` ا ;B�J�0 ا��7
��&�hT*� 0 A��aت ا�&�h� ر,Dxا /Bان ه ��T�� . 

          

 3$�T*7��- �eqT� �& ����� !*���T7ا� !&��ر(A ا��M0ر -
�ر ا��OآA ا�uJ$� A7\<7,ل  $� TGوا ��� ��

�&�تhا� . 

          

ر�� ان ا�*�� ����T &! اه� ا��,ا&; �� 
�ار �Vاء 
�� ��&A ا0 ا(� ا0ن �� ��� ا���&; ا�7�� ا�,+hارا��
  

A&�hاء ا��V. 

          

&qTا� t$آ ;$�� !! &! G>ل ا��7;  $� ��&
AYة ����*& {$G �$  � .ا��6ور��ت �*� 

          

 Aو���ا�7 t$آ ;$��)���FTوا� ;7JTا� ( {$G �$  � �*�
AYة ����*&. 
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  -3^
�,
� ا��
   ( Time ) ا
�cG: ا

 

 

 

 

  
'cG�
�0���� �' ا
��ل ه� ا; �e�- �f +��+ هgh ا� �م  �/�Nو �����0; �e�- �f +����
�.*�7�89��
9:ا !ة 
! �S��� �8� ا
��6ل هhا �+  وا 

<&�6
 ،cG�
� -�0�� اF9�  cG�
��� أو ا�
�آ�ت  
9��: آ�$!ر ا)
�' ا
�cG ;�7<�' .ا�'L; ذو �W] ��Fآ +��ت ا
��0�� ا��9Nر !%
 ا
��K او ا
�0���. W+ء آ� 
� اه��� �FG ا
c�G�9 ان ��^�
* ا
����9�1ت ذو ����S�  ���ا
�S أ/c2F ا
�cG أ�Sس ��= وا +�+ �Sق &� ����#�
ا

*:
* ا ��
��.  
 

  
�ة	>
 ا

5  
Strongly 

agree  
�ا�4 -(!ة 

4  
Agree  
4��ا 

3  
Neutral   

! �2 

2  
Disagree   
4��ا ��� 

1  
Strongly 
disagree   

�ا�4 -(!ة ��� 

 �$  A7z�7ا��7; ا� ;; ��TFة��$>,T� A�&Yا� 
A �6ي ا��B7 وا��  v
P و$�T- {�JT� أن !�

$7A ا���; وا_&�اد . 

          

 �$  A7z�77; ا��� ;$�� �����  �� A�&Yة ا��TFا�
�&A وا�Bيhا� ASO)xل ا���6ء  $� ا<G !& �T� 

 A��67ا� A7 .ا�y� 0 �Tدي إ�� ا��

          

 v
 ��� أآ�� G !& {�JT� ASO)x>ل��$; ا�,
AT*D,$ت ا�� . &A ,7R ا��$7

          

�&QR� A أن ��,ن ���  &��رًا _W��ر hا� A-�RTMا
 v
�&A �� أي وhا� ��,�. 

          

A&�hم �,��ا���ة وذ�3  u
 A ��TFات ز&�
�(A او xي (�O{�ت أ�Gىu$� ����� �$  �ey� 0 

�دJ7ا� v
�&A �� ا�,hا�. 

          

A7z�7ا� ��&A ���ل �,�h$� A-�RTMم ا�z)  �� � �*�
; ا�,
v ا�$��A&�hا� ����T� زم<. 

          

! ا��+>ت -�& A�&Yة ا��TF$� �+<7ا� Lhا� ;$��
A*���Tة ا�Y�  $� ز��دة ا�7 �*�.  

          

 �$  ��u�0 Aل ا�JO��ت �*� �&Yة ا��; ا�7$��
Lh$� A ا�7>+�*���Tة ا�Y  .ز��دة ا�7

          

�&�ت  $� ا�Mس hا� �������Z ا�7��7zت �� ��
A ا�,
v &! ا��,M�*+ ,7) دي ا��yو� A7�7ا&; ا�

�&�ت hا� ����� �� v
  .ا�,

          

 �� A �6ا�� �ان 
�م ا�7�JO- A7z! و�*$
A*���Tة ا�Y�دة �*� �  $� ز��دة ا�7J7ا� �  .ا�7,ا 
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   -4K-ا�
� ا��
�ت: ا����
) ;�07
���1 ا IT (  

   
�
� ا&��� ;�07��* �Nل ;� �j�� ا!N � !	9-ق��
* ا �Fو�$� أآ k�8
* ا ! :�
�ت  [دي �$�ل ا
��0�� ��= ا����
و;�F* . ��1 ا

+
��
� ا
�G�>9� ه+ ا
9+ ;$� ا
= ر�l ا
���ء ا!%
69�-� ان  ا
 .ا

  
  

�ة	>
 ا

5  
Strongly 

agree  
�ا�4 -(!ة 

4  
Agree  
4��ا 

3  
Neutral   

! �2 

2  
Disagree   
4��ا ��� 

1  
Strongly 

disagree   
�ا�4 -(!ة ��� 


�م A7z�7ا� - AD,�,��� ل�uات ا�,�
 ��,TA&��T& 
�&A أآ�d &>ء&A �$�7>ءG ��,�  . 

          

 AT*D,$ت ا��&�hا� �>��  !& �u�  ;آ �FT*�
�&�ت ا�T7,��ة &!  h�7د ا�T ر &! ا�OT)0ا A�Mا�,ا

 Ad��J0ت ا��u�0ا �D,�,��� ام�hTMل  ا<G. 

          

�,�z�7ت � ا��&�h$� �)و�T��0ت ا��$Sم ا��z�� A7
 ����D�T+ل  $� ا,uJ�7!  ا��7>ء &! ا��

A �*-. 

          

�&A ا���در  $� أداء hا� �� ا�7��z) A7zم �Yو��,�
&��T7 �� ا��zوف ا�"� �د�y� Aدي �$,<,ل إ�� 


�; ا��7>ء !& A
,e,7ا�. 

          

�امhTMا AT*D,$ا��7$,&�ت ا� A7z)0 A7z�7ا� 
� ا��7$,&�ت ا�D,�,��� ;d& A$&��T7)IT ( ه��و�

�  $� A �M ا��hذ ا���ارات �*� . 

          

 A7z�7ام ا��hTMم ا��7$,&�ت &ا�z);&��T � �*� 
Y�&,ن ة $� ز��دة ا�7hT*�0 !�Bا� �$  A*���Tا� 

 .ا���zم �� 
�Sع ا���; ا���Jي

          

 A�
�
�م ا�7��YT- A7z,د ا��7>ء -���7$,&�ت ا� ! 
 �$  �ا��G !& `\�6>ل ا�u�0ل ا�T��0و(� �*� 

 . ز��دة ر�aء ا��7>ء

          

 �FW,& � �*�  A7z�7م ا��7$,&�ت �� ا��z) ان
  .ا��7��ت �A���7 ا��7>ء -�O; أ�6; 

          

�ام ا(A7z &�$,&�ت &A�M,J ��$; &! ��ص hTMا
  A��Oء ا���SG0ا. 

          

� A7z�7م ا��7$,&�ت �� ا��z) ان �FW,& � �*
�&�ت  ��A ا�R,دةG ���  .ا��7��ت �� ��

          

 � �*� A�M,J& ;"O� A7z)0 A7z�7ام ا��hTMا
�&�تhا� ����� A �M �$ .  
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7$� A�d7�A7z; : ا����d ��*� اRA ا�TM0ا�*���Tة ا�Y   ا�7

�ام ا��7�س ا��M�7h �� اFMx; إ�� أي &�ى  ���D ا_�VرةhTM�- 3وذ� ، tu� A��Tة ا����رات ا�YAا�7*���Tا�  
AR  . �7$�A7zا�TM0ا�

 .  $� ا��
� ا�7��QM �� ا��7�س ا��7�م )√( ���D وa` إ�Vرة

 

�+ ا
4�FD9 ا
���+ دوام  �8F�7; 7* أن�9+  

�دة ا��
9�ا;���6ت اSا� Klو ���0�
* ا <�D9  ل��ع ا���DG ر�nإ +� �����09
إن ;2	�4 ا
��:ة ا
9
9�ا;���6ت ا
9+ ;�89!ف اS\ا ghه *�ى  �1! &���* Nرة أ�F�-�690;�8 و�ا&�8 �+ ;%<�p أآ���8 و;��2* ��9ى و�1دة G: ��= أ��9
<�ق وا

  :��دة وه+ 
1-�
�79
� �دة �+ p>N ا
�7
�U إ&�81�9 -� و إ��ل �7ن ا
$!ارة وا
	��دة أو ا; p>N +��ة �9�  .U  ;2	�4 وآ�> �:ة &��F� دا#�� و
�ة �+ ر�K و;��2* ��9ى �1دة ا
��690ت و;���:ه� -� وا
��+ دا#�ً� 
9	! � آ� � ه� 1! ! و�<: روح -2�9� ;2	�4 وآ�> �:ة &��F� دا#�� و

 �8
 ! !69
 .ا
%�4 وا\-!اع وا

  
�ة	>
 ا

5  
Strongly 

agree  
�ا�4 -(!ة 

4  
Agree  
4��ا 

3  
Neutral   

! �2 

2  
Disagree   
4��ا ��� 

1  
Strongly disagree   

�ا�4 -(!ة ���  
 

 �� A$&�Oدة ا�,Rادارة ا� !*J� �$  A7z�77; ا���
A��Oا�7,ارد ا��. 

          

� 7; ا�7�A7z  $� ان ��,ن ��� ��$�R� ����&�G �� ة
�ى ا��7>ء � A$6F&. 

          

�ى � �Tا� ��*F) ت�&�hا� ����� �$  A7z�77; ا���
;
�� و��! -AF$�T أ*���& . 

          

 A� ا�7,ارد ا���7�,� �$  A7z�7ر�` ��7; ا��O& ;�,7T� 
�dاآ. 

          

 A7\<7ا� AD,�,��Tا�7,ارد ا� ��,� �$  A7z�77; ا���
 .&d; ا(A7z ا�u�0ل وا(A7z ا��7$,&�ت

          

 ��� &! G>ل �,�*���& !  Y7Tا� �$  A7z�77; ا���
v
�&�ت �� اي وhا�. 

          

� �$  A7z�77; ا��� !& ;
�&���� �� و
v اG ����
 ��*���&. 

          

 AYة ����*& {$G �$  � �*� A$ �� �وD,د ادارة  $
A7z�7$� . 

          

B ا���,د �*� �  $� ز��دة F�� �� A7z�7$� Y7T7داء ا�xا
A7z�7$� A*���Tة ا�Y .ا�7

          

 

  

END 


